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Executive Summary 
 

Chapter 1:  Current policy and future directions 

 Introduction and Background: Overview over historical development of commonage and 

the policy development process. 

 The objectives of the study are two-fold: The first objective is a review of the 

commonage policy and the second is a review of the systems by which commonage 

projects are implemented. 

  

Chapter 2: Support systems to local government 

 Commonage is a key component of pro-poor land reform. Reasons:  

o Pro-poor commonage development has prima facie importance as a municipal 

developmental strategy 

o Commonage is readily accessible to the poor 

o Commonage offers several options and opportunities for different kinds of land 

tenure. 

o Commonage development has great potential for local economic development 

o Commonage land is often the only natural resource available for poor 

communities 

o Municipalities can play an important role in promoting access by the poor to 

natural resources 

o Commonage offers a valuable opportunity for experience and learning  

 

 Support to municipalities: Effective commonage management demands a two-pronged 

approach: 

o effective management by the local municipality and  

o the support of national and provincial government.   

 Given limited resources, municipalities need guidance and support by national and 

provincial sectoral departments. However, the developmental mandate also implies a 

significant degree of discretion in the way that municipalities meet their developmental 

targets. The crucial issue is thus to provide provincial and national support to 

municipalities, without compromising local discretion.  

 National and provincial government should thus ultimately play a capacity building role 

towards local government. Full and ongoing support mechanisms should not only be built 

into each project, but a system of support should be created, whereby municipalities know 

what kind of support they are entitled to.   

 The commonage grant system is an important device to encourage municipalities to use 

their commonage in a progressive way. Providing support for using existing commonage 

in a pro-poor and sustainable way, however, is as important as providing grants for new 

commonage.   

 

 

 

Chapter 3:  A brief evaluation of nine commonage projects 

 With two exceptions, all the case studies included “new” DLA-funded commonage: 
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Free State:  Koffiefontein, Reddersburg, Ventersburg, Bultfontein 

Eastern Cape:  Venterstad, Graaff-Reinet, Port Alfred 

Western Cape: Beaufort-West (infrastructure grant on “old” commonage), 

Stellenbosch (“old” commonage). 

 Needs analysis conducted: Diverse levels of needs analyses are being conducted. In some 

cases formal needs analyses were conducted by external consultants. In most cases, 

however, needs analyses were conducted in an informal manner. The results of needs 

analyses are questionable due to the constantly changing research base.  

 Selection of beneficiaries: Selection of beneficiaries takes place either by the 

beneficiaries or through the municipality. Very few of the municipalities have a process 

for selection of beneficiaries. Selection of beneficiaries is based in most cases on the first 

come first serve principle or all beneficiaries who have applied are accommodated on the 

land. None of the municipalities have criteria in place for the future selection of 

beneficiaries. 

 Change in number of beneficiaries: In most of the cases the number of the beneficiaries 

on the land has increased due to an increased demand for land as people living in the 

rural areas and farm workers come to live in the towns with their livestock. 

 Transfer of land: Time delays between transfer of land, access to the farm and 

commencement of farming of beneficiaries have been minimal in all cases. 

 Existence of lease contracts or agreements: Seven out of the nine case studies have group 

lease agreements in place as they are easier to administer than individual agreements. In 

only two cases, no lease agreements were signed. 

 Drafting of lease contracts: In four of the case studies no community consultation took 

place in the drafting of the lease agreement. The involvement of external consultants in 

the drafting of the lease seems to be beneficial to the success of the project as they play a 

facilitatory and mediatory role between the beneficiaries and the municipality.  

 Notarial deed: In two cases, the beneficiaries were not aware of the notarial deed. In four 

of the cases, the municipal official was not aware of the function of the notarial deed.  

 Level of fees: Fees levels differ between case studies from very minimal fees to relatively 

high fee structures. In only three of the eight case studies that deal with grazing land, the 

fees are determined by head of livestock. In the remaining cases, a specific amount is 

either determined for the whole commonage or fees are charged per ha of land. This 

encourages free riding and overgrazing. A way of controlling this is to attach the 

monetary value to the number of stock that a beneficiaries has on the land. 

 Payment of fees: In only three of the seven case studies, where contracts are in place, are 

the beneficiaries are paying the full lease regularly. 

 Use of fees by municipalities (ring-fencing): In only one case the funds that are generated 

from the commonage are ring-fenced and located in a separate account by the 

municipality to be used for commonage related expenses. 

 Use of revenue: in five cases the beneficiaries were not aware of what the funds collected 

by the municipality are used for. 

 Land ownership: in only one case beneficiaries did not know that the land belongs to the 

municipality.  

  Type of beneficiary organisations: Most of the beneficiary organisations are informal 

structures that are not registered or legal entities. 
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 Regular functioning of committees and organisations: Despite the fact that committees in 

most cases are informally organised, they have effective operating structures consisting 

of an organisational structure and regular meetings. 

 Group dynamics (conflict, factions, mutual support): Most respondents rated their 

relationships with each other and the committee as good. The largest number of “poor” 

ratings is allocated to the relationship between the beneficiaries and the municipalities. 

 Current condition of infrastructure: Municipalities are more likely than beneficiaries to 

believe that the condition of the infrastructure on the land is in a good condition.  

 New infrastructure: Not one municipality in the case studies has applied for the 

commonage infrastructure grant.  Despite the lack of applying for the infrastructure grant, 

all of the case-studies have received infrastructure upgrades of some kind. 

 Environmental management (overgrazing, rotational camps etc): Overgrazing is taking 

place in most of the municipalities due to two reasons: Firstly, the land provided is not 

sufficient to carry the beneficiaries’ increasing numbers of stock. Secondly, inappropriate 

grazing practices are applied. 

 Profitability of enterprises: In all the case studies beneficiaries are making progress in 

terms of their farming practices by increasing their stock. In most cases beneficiaries 

have developed from subsistence farmers when they started farming to emerging farmers. 

 Relationship with municipalities: There is almost an equal share of beneficiaries and the 

municipality being responsible for infrastructure maintenance within the nine case 

studies. In three of the nine case studies, there are no Commonage Management 

Committees (CMC). In two of the cases, CMCs are in the process of being established. 

There are only two cases where a land management plan exists and two cases where a 

commonage policy is in place. Commonage still has not found an institutional space 

within municipalities and commonage is located within different line departments. 

 Support by government departments: Support to commonage beneficiaries comes 

primarily from the Department of Agriculture by means of agricultural extension services 

in terms of advice and training. 

 Support by non-governmental organisations: Limited support by non-governmental 

organisations is provided to beneficiaries. The Land Bank provides loans and in some 

cases beneficiaries are receiving support from commercial farmers. 

 Training provided: there is a high level of training need amongst beneficiaries. 

 Suggested improvements in project cycle: PRLOs have made several suggestions towards 

the improvement of the project cycle.   

 

Chapter 4: Practical proposals for fine-tuning municipal commonage management: 

 Introduction: This chapter deals with making proposals will be made to promote the 

effectiveness of municipalities regarding commonage management 

 

 Municipal policy-making: This section deals with the normative and policy-making 

dimension. Municipalities have several choices when developing a municipal 

commonage policy such as determining the purpose for which the commonage should be 

used and the beneficiary selection process. DLA should provide the following support to 

municipalities:  
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o Assist municipalities to think through their normative preferences, to clearly 

identify different constituencies with different needs, and to choose between 

them. 

o Provide information on policy decisions and outcomes which have been tried 

elsewhere. 

o Identify ways in which policy options could synchronise or support other 

developmental programmes at local level. 

o Identify hidden costs and dangers in different policy choices 

 

 Resource inventories – counting what you’ve got: Municipalities have to get baseline 

information about what commonage resources it has. The Municipality should create 

(and update) various inventories of its resources including the following:  

o Technical inventories 

o Administrative inventories 

o Financial resources 

o Infrastructure 

 

 Contractual arrangements and institutions: Municipalities have to develop adequate 

contracts that include the following: 

o Rules 

o Extent of use 

o Obligations 

o Environmental concerns 

o The basis for sharing in benefits / profits 

o Arrangements concerning marketing and other cooperative endeavours 

Designing a suitable contract depends on the following steps: 

o Determine basic factual aspects of the land 

o The role of Commonage Management Committees (CMCs) and the necessity of 

establishing a CMC 

o Enforcing rights and obligations (including credit control). DLA should provide 

updated guidelines and examples of contracts and regulations through which 

rights to commonage may be regulated. Such mechanisms should outline rules of 

access, policy on fees, land management and mechanisms for dealing with cases 

of non-compliance. 

o Determine the kind of social organisation of beneficiaries 

 

 Planning: In many cases, commonage projects have thus far been planned on a project-

level basis only, and not as part of a municipality’s broader spatial, economic, social and 

infrastructure plans.  This means that the developmental potential of commonage land has 

nowhere near been achieved. Several proposals for more effective commonage planning 

are suggested: 

o A commonage plan should be included in the IDP as a chapter 

o Land use plans should be compiled for the actual commonage land 

o All plans need to be updated every five years 

o Advance planning for land acquisition 
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o DLA should provide planning grants, not only for specific projects, but also to 

integrate commonage with other local developmental initiatives. 
 

 Financial system: The main source of revenue is user fees or lease fees.  There are 

several options for setting the level of fees: 

o Cross subsidisation by the municipality towards the commonage 

o Break-even and Cost recovery: Fees can be set at a level which covers operations 

and maintenance (O&M) costs. 

o Surplus generation:  Commonage can be used to generate a financial surplus 

o Payment for utilities:  A municipality can choose whether it will foot the bill for 

water and electricity charges 

Suggestions towards the role of DLA: 

o Assist municipalities with proper costings of infrastructure O&M.  (Poor costings 

are often the main reason for inappropriate and unrealistic fee structures).  This 

should be included in the Commonage Management Plan. 

o Assist municipalities to devise an appropriate mix of subsidized, break-even and 

revenue-generating fee structures.  This should be along the same lines as 

DWAF’s “block tariff” systems. 

o Assist municipalities to devise effective credit control strategies. 

 

 Infrastructure maintenance: a few important principles in infrastructure maintenance 

include the following:  

o The need for an asset register  

o Keeping manuals  

o Monitoring  

o Preventive maintenance plans (PMPs 

o O&M costing and budgeting 

o Ring-fencing 

o Responsibilities for maintenance and repairs 

o Regular municipal inspections 

o Municipal commonage manager 

o Technical skills for O&M 

Suggestions towards the role of DLA 

o Insist that municipalities have a Commonage Management Plan, which includes a 

Preventive Maintenance Plan (PMP), when applying for commonage. 

o Provide funding for drafting of CMPs (along the same lines as DWAF funds the 

drafting of Water Services Plans, and DPLG funds the drafting of IDPs).   

o Create a roster of consultants to assist municipalities with the drafting of CMPs 

and PMPs.  Such consultants should include:  Social scientists, organizational 

development specialists, agriculturalists, legal specialists, engineers, 

environmentalists, and economists. 

o Create a website for the posting of commonage management plans, to encourage 

horizontal sharing of insights and innovations.  This should be along the same 

lines as DPLG’s website (the IDP Nerve Centre). 
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 New infrastructure and implements: Many beneficiaries are hampered when setting up 

operations by the lack of appropriate infrastructure and implements and the lack to fund 

these. The section makes suggestions on how this could be overcome.  

Suggestions towards the role of DLA 

o The commonage infrastructure grant should be actively marketed amongst 

municipalities, when they apply for the purchase of commonage land 

o It is possible that the commonage infrastructure grant should be consolidated with 

the Municipal Infrastructure Grant, administered by DPLG. 

 

 Economic development: It is important that economic sustainability and profitability be 

included as fully as possible during project planning. There are numerous ways in which 

municipalities can promote the profitability of commonage farmers: 

o Create facilities for storage and sales 

o Create peri-urban smallholdings 

o Encourage multiple livelihoods 

o Encourage joint ventures with commercial farmers 

o Promote the involvement of local co-operatives 

o Encourage and assist commonage users to apply for LRAD grants 

Suggestions towards the role of DLA: 

o Issues of livelihoods and profitability of enterprises should be closely scrutinized 

when applications for commonage land are submitted. 

o DLA should proactively encourage LRAD applications by commonage users, by 

identifying possible land purchases in the area. 

o LRAD grants should be made available for peri-urban smallholdings, as part of a 

stepping-stone strategy. 

 

 Environmental management: specific environmental measures should also be taken: 

o Careful land use planning 

o Pounding 

o Environmental training 

o Local knowledge 

o Incentives 

o Environmental monitoring 

o Municipal capacity 

Suggestions towards the role of DLA: 

o Environmental standards should be written into the notarial deeds 

o DLA should conduct ongoing monitoring of municipalities’ and users’ 

compliance with environmental regulations. 

o Municipalities should be notified that any instance of environmental degradation, 

if not addressed, will result in no future commonage land being provided to that 

municipality (or until matters are remedied).  Beneficiaries should know about 

this provision.  This will assist municipalities to gather sufficient political will to 

enforce environmental regulations. 
 

 Training and support: The first step for municipalities is to clarify their relationships 

with commonage users.  This will depend on its own in-house resources.   
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Municipalities should be encouraged to employ a commonage manager (or, if this is 

unaffordable, a CDW).  These staff should proactively create partnerships with the 

following support agencies: 

o DoA extension officers 

o DoA Landcare officials 

o Land Bank 

o Agricultural colleges 

o Department of Labour (for training grants) 

o Private training agencies 

o Commercial farmers, as part of a proper mentoring programme (which should be 

created by an “Agrilog” institution, in co-operation with organised commercial 

agriculture) 

Suggestions towards the role of DLA: 

o Ensure that training and mentoring strategies are written into commonage 

business plans, when applications are made for funding for new commonage. 

o Include training and mentoring in monitoring and evaluation of commonage 

programmes. 

 

Chapter 5:  Proposals for fine-tuning DLA’s grant system and disbursement process: In 

this chapter, suggestions are made to refine and fast-track the disbursement process.  

 

 Needs assessments: There are various aspects of needs assessments which need to be 

distinguished: 

o Needs of communities 

o Needs of identified beneficiaries  

o Needs of potential beneficiaries 

Suggestions towards the role of DLA 

o Devise standard methodologies for conducting needs assessments, at community, 

individual and potential beneficiary level.  This should be compared with 

methodologies developed by institutions in other sectors (e.g. Mvula Trust in the 

water sector).   A standard methodology would assist comparisons amongst 

projects, as well as longitudinal analysis and evaluation of impacts. 

 

 Community participation: The more collectively a project will be organised, the more 

important it is to have thorough group participation in the design of the project and its 

rules. The investment in securing the services of a professional mediator and 

organisational development facilitator is strongly recommended.   

Suggestions towards the role of DLA 

o Provide sufficient funding for project planning and community participation. 

o Create a data-base of suitable facilitators, including translators 

o Develop standard methodologies for conducting such facilitation;  however, a 

degree of local discretion should always be allowed, to cater for local 

peculiarities.  

 

 Administrative processes: Some suggestions regarding improving DLA administrative 

processes include: 
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o Land identification:  One of the major delays is caused by the willing-seller-

willing-buyer principle, as well as high land prices.  Creative ways should be 

found around this problem 

o Speeding up approval processes 

o Valuators and lawyers:  Delays may be caused by independent valuators and 

lawyers.   

o Premier’s approval:  Delays may be experienced due to bottlenecks within DLA,  

o Changes to the notarial deeds 

Suggestions towards the role of DLA 

o Make sample contracts available.  However, facilitators should ensure that those 

contracts are appropriate to local circumstances. 

o Make notarial deeds more flexible. 

o Engage with Premiers’ Offices to speed up approval processes. 

o Create a system for recording land use changes. 

o Assist municipality to pro-actively identify suitable land for commonage. 

 

Chapter 6:  Monitoring and evaluation: this chapter deals with suggestions to DLA about the 

importance of M&E in the commonage programme. 

 

 Why conduct monitoring and evaluation: M&E needs to take place on two levels: 

o Municipalities are the front-line data gatherers, and it is important to build their 

capacity and commitment to do so 

o DLA (and DoA) are important policy-making and support agencies 

DLA therefore has a vested interest in building municipal monitoring capacity 

 

DLA’s role should be three-fold: 

(1) creation of a minimum data-base of output indicators 

(2) regular development impact evaluations, and  

(3) support for municipalities to create their own M&E systems. 

 

 M&E and local policy choices: Effective M&E is only useful to the extent that it provides 

information to an effective management system. A management system is only effective 

if it sets clear goals and targets.  These goals and targets should inform the whole 

Monitoring and Evaluation process.  

An M&E system will only function effectively within a system of policy-making and 

supervision.  Such a system should include: 

o Maintaining a register of by-laws (“Municipal Code”) on land management issues 

o Maintaining a register of Council decisions and precedents on land management 

issues 

o Regular Council and committee meetings where land management issues are 

discussed 

o A dedicated Commonage Committee on the Council, with Councillors who 

understand land management issues 

o Report-backs by Councillors about meetings attended  

o Report-backs of ward meetings where commonage may be discussed 
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o Public participation in the budgeting process, so that commonage issues are 

oriented to serve client interests. 

 

 A roadmap to M&E: The following are issues that need to be discussed when setting up 

an M&E system: 

o Methodology: What theoretical methodologies will be employed 

o Administration: How will information be processed 

o Resources: What staffing and financial resources will be made available 

o Analysis: What level and quality of data analysis will take place? 

o Dissemination:  How, and to whom, will information be distributed 

o Utilisation: How will information actually be utilised in Municipal decision-

making? 

 

 Selecting indicators: Indicators need to be determined based on which data will be 

collected. Indicators can be used in one of two ways: 

o The data may be collected at regular intervals 

o The data may be used to assess the change resulting from a particular activity or 

project.   

 

 Measuring inputs, outputs and impacts: There are several kinds of indicators that need to 

be measured 

o  Input indicators measure the amounts of money, staff and time, which various 

activities require. 

o Output goals refer to the actual achievements or functioning of a project or 

management system itself 

o Impact indicators refer to the ultimate goals, which the municipality would like to 

achieve. 

 To some extent, municipalities should design their own M&E systems, although some 

standardisation would be beneficial.  DLA should take the lead in this regard.  This 

would help municipalities to promote horizontal learning and comparative practices 

 

 Data Collection: the following issues have to be considered when collecting data: 

o Methods of collecting data- data needs to be collected timeously and continuously 

o Recording and filing of data needs to be in a systemic way. 

o Verification of data  

 

 Interpreting and analysing data: Having collected the data, the municipality then needs 

to interpret the information it has gathered.   

 

 Reporting to Senior Management and Council: Information is collected and analysed in 

order to be used as a management tool.  The reporting of information (the results of the 

M&E process) is as important as the actual M&E process itself. 

 

 Feedback and dissemination: M&E results should be disseminated to several audiences. 

Wide dissemination is a positive thing in itself, because it helps to create an outcome-

based culture in the municipality 
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 Public participation in monitoring and evaluation: Encouraging public participation in 

M&E activities is important. 

 

 Budgeting for M&E: It is essential that the costs involved in monitoring and evaluation 

be estimated and that an adequate amount is budgeted for this purpose in the municipal 

budget 

 

 Returning to Goals:  Evaluation: When doing an evaluation, the findings serve two 

primary purposes: 

 

o Improvement –Oriented Evaluation: Improvement-orientated forms of evaluation 

use evaluation results to improve programmes 

o Judgement-Orientated Evaluation: Evaluations that aim at determining overall 

merit, worth, or value of something are judgement oriented 

 

 What should DLA do? DLA’s M&E unit should assist municipalities to build their own 

M&E capacity regarding commonage management 

Suggestions towards the role of DLA: 

o Working with 2 or 3 municipalities to design and implement local M&E systems 

o Requiring all municipalities receiving DLA grant funding to institute a minimum 

M&E system 

o Encouraging municipalities to fine-tune their systems to their local conditions 

o Periodically assessing municipalities’ data collection, reporting and analysis 

capability 

o Providing assistance and guidance where municipalities lack technical skills (e.g. 

designing questionnaires or reporting formats) 

o Encouraging horizontal exchanges of information amongst municipalities 

o Instituting regular qualitative evaluations of commonage projects, and 

disseminating the findings. 

 

 Chapter 7: Conclusion: This report argues the following: 

o Commonage is a high-potential developmental resource:  Commonage use 

provides one of the most useful and effective routes towards land reform, poverty 

alleviation, economic empowerment, agricultural restructuring, and local spatial 

redesign. 

o Commonage can achieve several developmental purposes simultaneously:  

Commonage can be utilised to promote emergent farmers, land reform, and local 

economic development. 

o The key role of municipal government:  Commonage policy supports local 

developmental goals and is based on the municipality’s own policy decisions. 

o Support of municipalities by national and provincial governments:  The 

promotion of commonage use as a form of land reform raises important 

intergovernmental relations issues (“vertical issues”). The powers and functions 

of all the spheres of government need to be clarified, to promote effective 

synergies. 
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o Intersectoral co-ordination:  The promotion of commonage will also raise 

important issues of intersectoral (“horizontal”) co-ordination amongst different 

departments. 

o Institutional and legal mechanisms:  Devising and selecting appropriate local 

institutional and legal systems are of overriding importance in the design of 

commonage projects. 

o Environmental sustainability:  Government, at all levels, is responsible for 

ensuring that resources are utilized sustainably.   

o Monitoring and evaluation is a key part of the commonage development process. 
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Chapter 1:  Current policy and future directions 
 

1.1 Introduction and Background 

 

The term municipal commonage is traditionally applied to land owned by a municipality or local 

authority. The land was usually acquired through state grants or from the church. The land was 

granted to serve the needs and interests of the poorer residents of the specific town. 

 

Commonage lost its traditional character when previously disadvantaged residents of small 

towns lost access to the commonage in the late 50’s and 60’s when commonage was classified as 

land, which fell within the white group areas and was leased to the highest private white bidder. 

Although the income raised in this manner provides for enhanced local economies, it meant that 

the land no longer served the purpose for which it had been granted. It also meant that ‘non-

white’ groups could not bid to lease land and were excluded from the use of land that was 

historically available for all needy/poor residents of a specific town.  

 

Municipal commonage differs from other municipality owned land in that the residents of the 

town have acquired grazing rights on the land, or the land was granted expressly to benefit the 

needy local residents. The precise legal position of commonage normally depends on the specific 

conditions under which the land was granted, or the conditions contained within the title deed of 

the land. Municipalities manage the land by making by-laws and regulations.   

 

The municipal commonage policy and procedures have been in place since June 1997.  A review 

and assessment of current projects conducted during 1999, necessitated a refinement of the 

current municipal commonage policy and procedures.  In a policy directive released by the 

Minister on 11 February 2000, she acknowledged the need for municipal commonage.  The 

Minister emphasised that: 

1. Existing commonage should be made available to poor previously disadvantaged 

communities.  

2. Commonage should be made available for emergent farmers, with a clear plan for 

exiting and allowing the emergent farmer to access the new commercial grant. This is 

the “stepping stone” dimension of commonage, where commonage is used as a 

beneficiary’s first step towards his or her own land, by means of LRAD. 

 

The recommendations made at the workshop can be summarised as follows: 

 

• The driver of the commonage project must be the relevant municipality, assisted and 

supported by relevant stakeholders.  

• Commonage should allow for subsistence users and emergent farmers; 

• The grant should have two components: that of acquiring land and development of 

commonage; 

• Approval criteria for municipalities applying for the grant should be further developed;  
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• Procedures for planning and implementing commonage projects should be refined and 

guidelines should be developed to assist municipalities, users and DLA planners 

• There must be an identified community (users), that articulates a need for additional land for 

a specified and identified agricultural need; 

• Land provided through the commonage program is not for ownership but allows for access to 

land; 

• This means that a legal person i.e. the municipality will be the legal owner of the land, with 

identified users getting access to land for agricultural purposes; 

• Providing additional land for a municipality must be within the district-level planning; and 

• The land will vest within the municipality, and a management committee will administer and 

monitor the use of the land. 

 

 

The policy emphasised the fact that municipal commonage is land, which has a public character, 

and that land needed by local poor residents for agricultural purposes should be made available 

on a leasehold basis for such purpose. The policy targeted those residents who wished to 

supplement their income and/or use the commonage for household consumption. 

 

The existing DLA commonage policy is premised on three types of interventions: 

 

1. Assisting and encouraging Municipalities to develop the conditions which will enable 

poor residents to access existing commonage 

2. Assisting Provincial Government to develop provincial policy, legislative frameworks 

and administrative systems for the maintenance and use of municipal commonage for 

land reform purposes 

3. Providing funds to enable resource poor municipalities to acquire land to extend or 

create a commonage. The latter has been the form of implementation to date. The 

Grant for the Acquisition of Municipal Commonage enabled municipalities to acquire 

land for commonage purposes, and subsequently, an infrastructure grant was 

introduced. 

 

Two legal instruments can be used:   

 The Provision of Land and Assistance Act, 1993, (Act no. 126 of 1993) allows for the 

Minister of Land Affairs to grant an advance or subsidy to a Municipal Council to 

acquire or extend land to be used for commonage and grant an advance or subsidy to 

any person who is a legal body and who has limited access to land i.e. a recognized 

tribe.  

 

 The Grant and Services document (version 6), approved by State Expenditure on 27 

March 2000, allows for funds to be used for infrastructure development on new and 

existing commonage. 

 

The size of the grants is determined as follows: 

 

• The amount for the acquisition of the land is fixed and depends on the value of the land 

and/or agreed selling price; and 
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• The amount for the development of the infrastructure is determined at a maximum of 25% of 

the land value.  

 

1.2 Objectives of the study 

 

The Terms of Reference of the study sets out two main objectives to be established by the study. 

The first objective is a review of the commonage policy and the second is a review of the systems 

by which commonage projects are implemented.  

 

The policy review aims to determine the following issues: 

 

 “Whether the municipalities are able to assist its residents in getting land for subsistence 

farming and supplementing income. 

 

 If beneficiaries are progressing in their farming activities and what post transfer support 

services (DACEL, commercial farmers etc) are available and how it is accessed. 

 

 If the municipal commonage plays a role in improving the economic conditions of the 

poor communities. 

 

 The condition of infrastructure on the land and do municipalities apply for commonage 

infrastructure grant? 

 

 The current state of management of commonage land by municipalities. 

 

 The problematic areas with regard to individual lease agreements and group lease 

agreement if any. 

 

 The state of tenure security and sense of ownership among beneficiaries. 

 

 The condition of commonage land and whether beneficiaries are willing to take good care 

of their land. 

 

 If it has been used as a stepping stone into the LRAD programme (how many graduated). 

 

 The external forces which have an impact on the implementation of the commonage 

programme.”1 

 

The systems review aims to determine the following issues:  

 

 “Whether changes need to be made to the commonage project cycle and if the grant 

system need to be improved. 

                                                 
1 Department of Land Affairs (2004) Terms of Reference Undertake research studies on municipal commonage 

projects in the Free State, Eastern Cape & Western Cape.  
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 The implications of registering a notarial deed against the title deed. 

 

 Whether lease fees are affordable to poor residents. 

 

 Whether most lease agreements are group leaseholds or individual leasehold and what are 

the problematic areas with regard to each leasehold agreement”2 

 

Most of these issues were addressed in the questionnaire and are discussed in this report.  

 

1.3 Outline of the report 

 

This report is structured in the following manner: 

 

Chapter 1 provides an overview of the current commonage policy and the objectives of this 

study.  

 

Chapter 2 argues that effective land reform demands a two-pronged approach. Firstly, the 

effective management of the local municipality is needed and secondly the support of national 

and provincial government is necessary for the success of commonage projects. National and 

provincial support should be in the shape of capacity building.  

 

Chapter 3 provides a summary overview of the findings of the nine case studies conducted. The 

findings are represented in table format, which are briefly discussed. Detailed findings are to be 

found in Appendix A. 

 

Chapter 4 suggests practical proposals for the improvement of municipal commonage 

management. The chapter argues that it is necessary to first understand municipalities’ 

requirements, needs, dilemmas and policy options to determine in which way DLA can assist. 

The chapter makes suggestions towards improving the effectiveness of municipal commonage 

management and deals with issues such as institutional restructuring, promotion of livelihoods, 

infrastructure maintenance, contractual arrangements, training and support to beneficiaries.  

 

In the light of chapter 4, which provides an outline as to how municipal commonage 

management can be improved, chapter 5 provides suggestions towards improving DLA’s grant 

system. It addresses issues such as the importance of conducting needs assessments, the 

importance of community participation in the process and the administrative processes.  

 

Chapter 6 provides the monitoring and evaluation guidelines for commonage projects and 

chapter 7 provides the conclusion to the report.  

                                                 
2 Department of Land Affairs (2004) Terms of Reference Undertake research studies on municipal commonage 

projects in the Free State, Eastern Cape & Western Cape. 
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Chapter 2: Support systems to local government 
 

2.1 Commonage as a key component of pro-poor land reform 

 

The widespread interest of local municipalities, as well as DLA, in commonage projects, is very 

significant.  There is a strong “felt need” amongst municipalities (politicians and officials), as 

well as local residents, for access to land on an affordable basis.  This is an extremely powerful 

form of “land hunger” – in fact, it is so powerful, that municipalities simply cannot resist it, even 

if they wanted to.   

 

It is critically important that DLA recognises this spontaneous social and political force, and 

create institutional mechanisms to channel it in positive directions.  There are numerous 

arguments for commonage being a flagship component of DLA’s land reform policy: 

 

Firstly, it suggests that pro-poor commonage development has prima facie importance as a 

municipal developmental strategy, precisely because municipalities already own this land.   

 

Secondly, commonage is readily accessible to the poor, and should therefore be a first-line 

strategy for household subsistence and survival. 

 

Thirdly, commonage land should be regarded as one land reform instrument within a suite of 

strategies, including LRAD and tenure reform.  The argument for commonage as a “stepping 

stone” to privately-owned land is of major importance here.  Commonage offers opportunities 

for first-level accumulation of capital, entrepreneurial experience, and economic networks.  As 

such, it is a key support for other land reform strategies. 

 

Fourthly, commonage development has great potential for spin-off economic development, such 

as local markets, local capital accumulation, local skills training, and local spatial planning 

(publicly owned land, small-holdings, small farms, subdivision of agricultural land). 

 

Fifth, commonage land is often the only natural resource available for poor communities, 

particularly in land-locked areas without access to fisheries. 

 

Sixth, municipalities’ institutional instruments for community participation and needs 

identification can play an important role in promoting access by the poor to natural resources.  

Institutional mechanisms such as ward committees and ward councillors can be utilised much 

more effectively than they have been done in the past. 

 

Seventh, it offers a valuable opportunity for experience and learning in collaborative or co-

operative social institutions, and as such, is a valuable school for economic citizenship for people 

who have been marginalised and disempowered for almost all their lives.  It can also help in 

creating a new generation of young farmers, and thereby restore the image of agriculture as an 

attractive career option. 
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It can be argued, therefore, that an effective commonage policy is a major foundation plank for 

effective pro-poor land reform.  This does not mean that all land reform has to go via the 

commonage route.  LRAD can be accessed directly by more resourced members of previously 

disadvantaged communities, and tenure reform can proceed without commonage involvement.  

But to the extent that land reform aims at offering economic opportunities for the poor, it can be 

argued that the commonage programme should be a key flagship programme of DLA. 

 

This report will show how commonage can be “foregrounded” and promoted to achieve this 

flagship status.  In fact, if this can be shown to be successful, it may well be argued that the 

commonage programme should be extended to municipalities which currently do not have their 

own commonage holdings. 

 

2.2 Support to municipalities 

 

Effective commonage management demands a two-pronged approach. Firstly, effective 

management by the local municipality and secondly the support of national and provincial 

government is needed.   

 

Due to the reasons mentioned in section 2.1, commonage is ideally located at a municipal level. 

In the light of their developmental mandate, municipalities need to be “more strategic, visionary 

and ultimately influential in the way they operate.  Municipalities have a crucial role as policy-

makers, as thinkers and innovators, and as institutions of local democracy”.3  

 

Given limited resources, municipalities need to become very innovative and creative in their 

pursuit of developmental goals. On the one hand they will thus need a great deal of guidance and 

support by national and provincial sectoral departments. 

 

On the other hand, however, the developmental mandate also implies a significant degree of 

discretion in the way that municipalities meet their developmental targets.  Given the critically 

important linkages between land reform and other developmental functions (such as LED, 

poverty alleviation, black economic empowerment, and environmental management) it can be 

argued that there is a prima facie argument that municipalities need a significant degree of 

discretion regarding the way that land reform (in particular, commonage use) is promoted at 

local level. 

 

                                                 
3   White Paper (1998), p. 22. 
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The crucial issue is thus to provide provincial and national support to municipalities, without 

compromising local discretion. The 1998 White Paper suggests the following roles for national 

and provincial government: 

Text Box 1:  Discussion point:  DLA policy and municipal policies 

 

According to the South African constitutional order, DLA can determine broad land reform policy, 

while municipalities can determine local developmental policies that do not conflict with national 

policies.  

 

As such, it is unclear how much discretion municipalities ought to have with the use of their 

commonage.  If a municipality prefers to lease its “old” commonage on a commercial basis, and 

generate a surplus, which can be used for other developmental purposes, is this acceptable?  And if such 

land should be rented to white commercial farmers (or commercial mines or industries, for that matter), 

to generate the highest rental possible, is it acceptable?  Should DLA’s priority to make land available 

for the poor, as part of land reform, override a municipality’s own mix of different sectoral policies and 

funding arrangements? 

 

At present, the issue only arises when a municipality applies for a DLA commonage grant.  DLA then 

requires (it is not clear whether this is a “hard” or “non-negotiable” requirement) that that municipality 

show its bona fides in terms of land reform, by proving that its existing commonage is used for the 

poor.  This places a municipality in a dilemma:  To get access to more commonage land (which will 

probably be rented on a subsidized basis), the municipality has to give up valuable revenue generated 

by the “old commonage”.  This means a “double whammy” for municipalities:  giving up existing cash 

flows at a time when the management responsibilities on new commonage are likely to be heavy. 
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Table 1. Roles for national and provincial government 

 

National government Provincial government 
Strategic role:  

 Setting overall strategic framework for 

economic and social development, for all 

spheres of government. 

 Ensuring that municipal government is 

structured and capacitated to enable it to 

promote development. 

Strategic role:   

Developing a vision and framework for 

integrated economic, social and community 

development in the province. 

Providing legislative framework for LG: 

Appropriate division of powers and functions 

between Category B and C municipalities. 

 Providing a framework for IGR. 

Intergovernmental relations: 

Establish forums to include local government in 

decision-making processes which affect it. 

 Development role:  

 Ensure that municipal IDPs form a viable 

development framework.   

 Processing grants. 

 Ensure municipal planning and budgeting 

give priority to social and economic 

development. 

Providing a framework for municipal capacity-

building 

Institutional development and capacity-

building: 

Section 155(6) – promoting local government 

capacity. This includes co-ordinating agencies 

such as SALGA and SETAs in the province. 

Capacity-building includes funding training 

programmes, providing technical assistance and 

mentorship, arranging exchange programmes, 

assisting municipal IDPs, facilitating horizontal 

learning, and even secondment of staff. 

Local government finances: 

Fiscal provisions for local government 
 Monitoring financial status of 

municipalities 

 Building financial management capacity 

Monitoring and oversight: 

Including a data collection and reporting system 
Monitoring: 

This must be done in ways which empower local 

government, and do not impede its functions.  

An appropriate information system must be 

created. 

Intervention: 

Where a province fails to intervene, or where 

intervention is required to maintain economic 

unity, essential national standards, and national 

security. 

Intervention: 

Section 155(7) enables provincial government to 

intervene where municipalities fail to fulfil their 

functions 

 

 

The table above indicates that national and provincial government should ultimately play a 

capacity building role towards local government. The White Paper on Land Reform (Section 

5.11) supports this in that the Department of Land Affairs notes that  
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“The commitment by national government to create a land administration and 

land reform implementation capacity at the most decentralised level of 

government possible implies the establishment of measures to support the process 

of building a capacity to deal with land issues at a local level”.   

 

A key term is “capacity-building”. All capacity-building initiatives have to be contextually 

appropriate, and this will differ from one municipality to the next. But it is more complicated 

than that.  “Training and education is only one factor in building capacity – building capacity 

also includes other factors, such as the ability to access funding, technology, administrative 

resources, equipment, information, support and collaborative partnerships.  Without the 

accompaniment of these factors, training and education… may only frustrate.”4  

 

Full and ongoing support mechanisms should not only be built into each project, but a system of 

support should be created, whereby municipalities know what kind of support they are entitled 

to, and how to access it with the minimum of delay.  In other words, the support provided to 

municipalities should not be ad hoc and dependent on lengthy applications with doubtful 

outcomes.  It should be available, accessible, meaningful and sufficient. 

 

Significantly, this means that the support system should not simply be linked to specific projects.  

It should be a programme of support, available before and after projects are selected or 

implemented.  This will require much more capacity on the part of DLA (staff time, staff skills, 

travel etc), than the current project-linked support system.  The report will make some 

recommendations on how such a systemic support system can be designed. 

 

The advantage of such a thorough support system will be that (1) potential needs and projects are 

identified timeously, (2) municipalities’ management problems can be sorted out before more 

money is allocated to new projects, (3) an ongoing M&E system will identify and track trends, 

so that they can be timeously remedied. 

 

There are three further arguments for a systemic support system. 

 

Firstly, municipalities typically do not have sufficient financial resources or staffing to deal with 

the new functions.  Municipalities also do not know how to cost for these functions properly.  

There is therefore a great danger of “unfunded mandates”.  Funding for projects often have 

unanticipated financial costs for municipalities, as they have to manage the expenditure of the 

project funds, as well as the operations and maintenance of those commonage projects once the 

transfer has taken place.  Municipalities need to be assisted in understanding “what they are 

letting themselves in for” when they apply for commonage grant funding.  A systemic support 

system would include the proper costing of implementation and management costs. 

 

Secondly, at present, only those municipalities who have shown some initiative or interest 

actually receive funding.  This means that the developmental activity is implemented in an 

arbitrary and patchy way, and that entire regions or communities are neglected.  A systemic 

                                                 
4  Rossouw AMM & PC Crous (2000). Rapid capacity building for water and waste management at local 

authority and district council level. Water Research Commission Report 982/1/00.  Water Research 

Commission, Pretoria. 
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support system would mean that all municipalities would have a better chance of applying for, 

and securing, commonage project funding.   

 

Thirdly, if systemic support activities are not properly planned, it may result in sectoral 

departments (such as DLA) not costing their own supportive activities properly, with the result 

that excessive and unrealistic demands are placed on their own front-line staff. 

 

There are numerous ways in which national and provincial government can build municipal 

capacity as illustrated in the table below. The responsibility for municipal capacity-building rests 

as much on the shoulders of sectoral departments, as it does on the shoulders of DPLG. 

 
Table 2. Ways in which to build municipal capacity 

 
A supportive intergovernmental environment: 

 Departments need to assist municipalities to build general development capacity – need 

funding for programme to employ community development workers and outreach officers. 

 Departments need to provide sectoral support to municipalities  – help desks, training of staff, 

mentoring, advice, training of Councillors, etc. 

 Departments need to provide effective policy guidance. 

 Departments need to assist Councils to identify suitable projects, and highlight administrative 

requirements and hidden costs. 

 Departments should budget for municipal support. 

 Departments should assist municipalities to secure donor and other funding. 

 Departments should make extension officers available for regular contact with municipalities. 

 Departments should assist municipalities with M&E of projects and programmes. 

 

 

It is appropriate that DLA attempts to influence municipalities to use their commonage in 

progressive ways, to promote land reform.  The commonage grant system is an important device 

to achieve this, but it is not the only one.  Providing support for using existing commonage in a 

pro-poor and sustainable way is as important as providing grants for new commonage.  DLA 

should, in partnership with the Department of Agriculture, offer support services to 

municipalities, with or without making grants available, to encourage and assist municipalities 

(1) to use “old commonage” for effective and sustainable land reform, and (2) to devise systems 

of commonage use which promote beneficiaries’ economic benefits, as well as local economic 

multipliers.   

 

In the chapters below, concrete suggestions are made for DLA support to municipalities.  These 

are summarised in Table 3 below, with additional suggestions for the roles and functions of 

partner organisations: 
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Table 3:  Different governmental functions and roles 

 
Function DLA role Provincial roles (DoA) Municipal roles 

1. Ongoing advice 

and mentoring for 

municipalities 

Provincial-level help desk for 

requests for advice and 

intervention 

Help desks Get to know relevant 

DLA and DoA staff 

 Legal advice, guidelines and pro 

forma contracts 

  

 Create a website for the posting 

of commonage management 

plans, to encourage horizontal 

sharing of insights and 

innovations.   

 

 

 

    

2. Identification of 

needs and 

opportunities for 

commonage and 

emergent 

agriculture;  links to 

IDPs 

Provide planning support (staff;  

funding for consultants) to 

integrate commonage into IDPs 

Provide planning support to 

integrate emergent 

agriculture into IDPs 

Include Commonage 

Plans into IDPs 

 Assist municipalities to create 

in-house planning staff – 

identify skills, posts, suitable 

incumbents 

  

 Create a roster of consultants to 

assist municipalities with the 

drafting of CMPs:  Social 

scientists, organizational 

development specialists, 

agriculturalists, legal specialists, 

engineers, environmentalists, 

and economists. 

 

Create a roster of consultants 

(agriculturalists) to assist 

municipalities to identify 

needs and suitable projects 

 

 Devise standard methodologies 

for conducting needs 

assessments, at community, 

individual and potential 

beneficiary level 

  

    

3.  Municipal policy-

making 

Advise municipal staff and 

Councils on policy alternatives 

regarding use of commonage 

land 

Advise municipal staff and 

Councils on policy regarding 

support for emergent 

farmers and integration into 

LED 

Design commonage 

policies, e.g. land 

acquisition;  

beneficiaries;  

management system;  

O&M 

    

4.  Municipal 

organisational 

design 

Advise municipalities on staff 

requirements (skills, funding, 

operational costs) to manage 

commonage effectively 

 Create posts and 

appoint developmental 

staff, inter alia to 

manage commonage 

 Advise municipalities on 

outsourcing options for 

commonage management 
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5.  Project 

identification 

Assist municipalities to do 

needs analysis, identify suitable 

beneficiaries, identify land 

Assist municipalities to 

identify appropriate land, 

i.t.o. productive potential 

Keep a roster or 

waiting list of people 

who want to access 

commonage 

  Assist beneficiaries to 

identify new market 

opportunities and products 

Identify commonage 

projects to link up with 

other developmental 

projects, e.g. smallscale 

trading 

    

6. Project design and 

costing 

Assist municipalities to cost 

implementation and 

management overheads 

Assist municipalities with 

agricultural aspects of 

projects 

Cost the time of 

municipal staff in 

implementing and 

managing commonage 

projects 

 Offer municipalities a variety of 

legal vehicles and mechanisms 

  

    

7. Public 

participation 

Provide sufficient funding for 

project planning and community 

participation. 

 

Assist municipalities to 

determine agricultural goals 

of different categories of 

beneficiaries (e.g. 

survivalists, emergent 

farmers) 

Include commonage 

issues in IDP public 

participation 

 Create a data-base of suitable 

facilitators, including translators 

 

 Conduct workshops 

with different 

categories of 

beneficiaries to 

determine land needs 

 Develop standard 

methodologies for conducting 

such facilitation;  however, a 

degree of local discretion should 

always be allowed, to cater for 

local peculiarities. 

 

  

    

8. Project 

implementation and 

land transfer 

Assist municipalities with legal 

contracts, creation of 

management system, design of 

regulations and enforcement 

mechanisms 

Assist municipalities to 

design an agricultural 

management and monitoring 

system 

Front-line staff drive 

the implementation 

process 

 Engage with Premiers’ Offices 

to speed up approval processes. 

 

Assist beneficiaries to begin 

production, and to determine 

cash flow, costs etc. 

 

    

9.  Support for 

emergent farmers 

(mentoring, training, 

off-farm incomes, 

marketing etc) 

Issues of livelihoods and 

profitability of enterprises 

should be closely scrutinized 

when applications for 

commonage land are submitted. 

 

Assist municipalities to set 

up a system of 

entrepreneurship support, to 

create a supportive 

environment for emergent 

farmers (e.g. marketing, 

storage, co-ops, input 

supplies, small-scale credit) 

Create a system of 

support for emergent 

farmers 
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 Ensure that realistic training and 

mentoring strategies are costed 

and written into commonage 

business plans, when 

applications are made for 

funding for new commonage. 

 

 Create facilities for 

storage and sales 

   Create peri-urban 

smallholdings  

   Encourage multiple 

livelihoods 

   Encourage joint 

ventures with 

commercial farmers 

   Promote the 

involvement of local 

co-operatives, 

particularly regarding 

the low-cost provision 

of inputs, as well as 

technical advice.   

   Encourage and assist 

commonage users to 

apply for LRAD 

grants, by making 

information available, 

providing contact 

numbers, and 

collecting information 

on possible land on the 

market. 

    

10.  Infrastructure 

construction and 

maintenance 

Assist municipalities to cost 

Operations and Maintenance, 

including preventive 

maintenance 

Assist municipalities with 

technical aspects of 

infrastructure maintenance 

Create preventive 

maintenance system 

(servicing and 

repairing of 

infrastructure) 

 The commonage infrastructure 

grant should be actively 

marketed amongst 

municipalities, when they apply 

for the purchase of commonage 

land 

 

Train municipal staff in 

technical maintenance, 

where necessary 

Budget for 

maintenance repairs 

 Commonage infrastructure grant 

should be made available to 

municipalities as part of the 

MIG consolidated grant (i.e. 

DLA channels it to DPLG, 

along the same lines as 

water/sanitation capital 

subsidies) 

  

    

11. Municipal 

financial 

Assist municipalities to devise 

an appropriate mix of 

 Collect rentals 
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management subsidized, break-even and 

revenue-generating fee 

structures.   

 Assist municipalities to devise 

effective credit control 

strategies 

 Act against defaulters 

    

12. Environmental 

management 

Environmental standards should 

be written into the notarial 

deeds 

Municipalities should be 

notified that any instance of 

environmental degradation, if 

not addressed, will result in no 

future commonage land being 

provided to that municipality (or 

until matters are remedied).   

DoA should conduct 

ongoing monitoring of 

municipalities’ and users’ 

compliance with 

environmental regulations. 

 

Monitor environmental 

conditions 

   Enforce grazing and 

cropping regulations 

    

13.  Monitoring and 

reporting 

DLA guidance regarding the 

creation of M&E systems 

 

Collect data on agricultural 

performance of beneficiaries 

Data needs to be 

collected timeously and 

continuously, usually 

by a specified date 

(daily, weekly, 

monthly or annually). 

 

 For national-level monitoring:  

DLA’s standard indicators of 

information to be collected (and 

delivered at regular times to 

DLA) 

 It can be collected by 

municipal officials, by 

government officials 

(e.g. DoA extension 

officers), consultants 

(e.g. engineering 

companies) or by 

NGOs working on 

projects. 

 Create software packages to use 

for monitoring purposes.   

 Regardless of who 

collects the data, there 

must be a system of 

verification. 

 Work with 2 or 3 municipalities 

to design and implement local 

M&E systems 

 Quantitative data can 

be entered into a 

computer system.   

 Require all municipalities 

receiving DLA grant funding to 

institute a minimum M&E 

system 

  

 Encourage municipalities to 

fine-tune their systems to their 

local conditions 

  

 Periodically assess 

municipalities’ data collection, 

reporting and analysis capability 

  

 Provide assistance and guidance 

where municipalities lack 
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technical skills (e.g. designing 

questionnaires or reporting 

formats) 

 Encourage horizontal exchanges 

of information amongst 

municipalities 

 

  

    

14. Reporting Collection and collation of data 

from municipalities 

Report to municipalities and 

DLA on agricultural 

performance of beneficiaires 

Maintain a register of 

by-laws (“Municipal 

Code”) on land 

management  issues 

   Maintain a register of 

Council decisions and 

precedents on land 

management issues 

 

   Regular Council and 

committee meetings 

where land 

management issues 

are discussed 

   Commonage 

Committee on the 

Council 

   Report-backs by 

Councillors about 

meetings attended  

   Report-backs of ward 

meetings where 

commonage may be 

discussed 

   Public participation in 

the budgeting process, 

so that commonage 

issues are oriented to 

serve client interests 

    

15.  Evaluation of 

development impacts 

Initiate regular evaluation 

exercises, which would involve 

qualitative and quantitative 

comparisons of selected case 

studies.  The findings of such 

case studies should be 

disseminated to all other 

municipalities. 

Regularly evaluate 

agricultural and commercial 

performance of beneficiaries 

Regularly evaluate 

development impacts 

of commonage 

projects. 
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Chapter 3:  A brief evaluation of nine commonage projects 
 

For the purposes of this report, an evaluation was conducted in nine localities.  With two 

exceptions, they all included “new” DLA-funded commonage: 

 

Free State:  Koffiefontein, Reddersburg, Ventersburg, Bultfontein 

Eastern Cape:  Venterstad, Graaff-Reinet, Port Alfred 

Western Cape: Beaufort-West (infrastructure grant on “old” commonage), Stellenbosch 

(“old” commonage). 

 

Both commonages in the Western Cape are old commonage. There is not one case where new 

commonage was acquired by the Department of Land Affairs in the whole of the Western Cape.  

 

The research process consisted of the following steps: 

 

 Interviews with municipal officials 

 Interviews with beneficiary committee members 

 Interviews with ordinary commonage users (non-committee members) 

 Interviews with provincial DLA officials (PLRO officials) 

 Collection and analysis of legal documents (leases, agreements, valuation reports and 

other background information regarding commonage available at municipal and PRL 

Offices). 

 

Some of the findings are given below.  Only a few key findings have been selected, because of 

their overriding significance for future municipal and DLA policy. Detailed findings are to be 

found in Appendix A.  

 

3.1 Needs analysis conducted 

 

The following table provides an overview of the nature and process of the needs analysis that 

was conducted prior to the implementation of the commonage project. The table indicates which 

party conducted the needs analysis and what process was followed.  
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Table 4. Nature of the needs analysis conducted for each case study 

 
Case study Nature of the needs analysis conducted 

Koffiefontein The municipality conducted a needs analysis for prospective commonage users on the waiting 

list for the commonage. The land was allocated to the most needy (to indigents).  

 

There were, however, problems with the needs analysis conducted. When the PLRO joined 

the process, it was discovered that the land that had been acquired was arable land. The needs 

analysis, however, had been conducted to accommodate beneficiaries interested in stock 

farming. When the CMC and the municipality realised that the land that had been acquired 

was partially suitable for arable purposes, disputes arose between the stakeholders. The needs 

analysis had thus not been properly done. 

Ventersburg  According to the PLRO a meeting with the community and Mmamahabane farmers 

association was held to determine the needs of the community. Since the PLRO was only 

involved in the project from the development and support phase he was not involved in the 

needs analysis. In his opinion, however, there were no shortcomings in the analysis. 

Reddersburg The need for the land was based on the influx of farm workers from surrounding farms with 

their stock. A needs assessment was conducted by the Agri-Business Consultancy as part of 

their project business plan for the acquisition for the Reddersburg commonage. 

Bultfontein According to the municipality no needs assessment was conducted. The PLRO stated that at 

needs assessment was conducted through a community meeting that was held to determine 

the agricultural needs of the Bultfontein community. There were no problems experienced 

with the needs assessment. 

Venterstad The Department of Agriculture conducted a needs assessment on the existing commonage. 

This was an informal process and was informed mainly by the increasing numbers in stock on 

the land. The result was that additional land was needed to prevent overgrazing on the old 

commonage. 

According to the PLRO the needs analysis was done perfectly. Enough land was identified 

for the stock need.  
Graaff Reinet An assessment was done of the small farmer’s stock numbers. Based on this it was 

determined that there was a shortage of 4800 ha to accommodate the animals. The 

Municipality thus identified land for sale and acquired the Grasland commonage for the 

beneficiaries. 

One of the shortcomings of the needs assessment is that investigators relied on information 

provided by the beneficiaries regarding stock numbers. The information was not verified 

which led to miscalculations of what the actual need for land was.  

Port Alfred The municipality conducted a needs assessment by means of taking an inventory of the stock 

based on the number of stock, type of stock and number of beneficiaries. The inventory was 

based on physical visits to the residential areas where the stock was kept and where the stock 

was counted. The aim of the assessment was to determine the number of stock that would be 

kept on the farm. 

The accuracy of this process is questionable. The reason for this is that the research base is a 

constantly changing variable as the number of stock amongst the beneficiaries is constantly 

changing. Therefore, the needs assessment conducted might not have been as accurate as 

intended. 

According to the municipality, however, ECARP conducted the needs analysis. 

Beaufort 

West 

According to the municipality, no needs assessment was conducted as the people were 

already on the land before a needs assessment could be conducted.   

 

According to the PLRO, however, a needs analysis was conducted. Personal and community 

interviews were conducted, land visits were conducted and meetings were held. It was 

determined that there was a large number of stock on a limited amount of land. The needs 

analysis was conducted by DLA, DoA, the municipality and the NGO South Cape Land 
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Committee (SCLC).  

 

There were no shortcomings in the way in which the needs analysis was conducted. More 

emphasis could have been placed on the privileges and responsibilities in terms of the lease 

of the land (people ignore the lease agreement and do not take responsibility for the land) and 

more training could have been provided. 

Stellenbosch Not applicable as interviews were not held with the municipality and the PLRO 

 

 

The table indicates the diverse level of needs analyses conducted. In some cases formal needs 

analyses were conducted by external consultants. In most cases, however, needs analyses were 

conducted in an informal manner, for example, through community meetings. Investigators 

relied on the information provided by beneficiaries, which was in most cases not verified against 

the real number of stock. The determination of the need for land was thus based on information 

provided by the beneficiaries which was often not complete and correct.  

 

Even in cases where formal needs analyses were conducted (by means of inventories of the 

lisvestock), however, the results are questionable. The reason for this is that the research base is 

a constantly changing variable as the number of stock amongst the beneficiaries is constantly 

changing.  

 

3.2 Selection of beneficiaries  

 

Selection of beneficiaries takes place either by the beneficiaries or through the municipality.  

 

Very few of the municipalities have an actual process for selection of beneficiaries. In most 

cases all the beneficiaries who applied for additional land are accommodated by the municipality 

once the land is acquired. 

 

In a few cases, the selection of beneficiaries is left to the emergent farmers group/committee. 

Selection either depends on a first-come-first serve basis or all the applicants are granted access 

to the land.  

 

Minimal criteria exist for the selection of beneficiaries.  The most common criterion is that an 

applicant has to be resident within the town within which he/she applies to gain access to the 

commonage.  

 

The table below indicates the selection processes followed in the different case studies5. 

 

                                                 
5 For a full breakdown of each case study please refer to Appendix A.  
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Table 5. Selection process for beneficiaries and future selection criteria of the municipalities 

 
Case Study Selection process Municipal: future selection 

process 

Koffiefontein There was a waiting list for the land when the 

commonage was made available to the emergent farmers. 

A needs analysis was conducted for the people on the 

waiting list and the land was provided to the most needy.  

The municipality does not 

have a policy for the future 

selection of beneficiaries. 

Ventersburg  Several meetings were held in the Ventersburg 

community, where the focus was on unemployed youth, 

men and women that were interested in commonage 

farming. There were, however, no guidelines regarding 

the selection of beneficiaries. 

The municipality does not 

have a policy for the future 

selection of beneficiaries. 

Reddersburg The beneficiaries determined who should access the land. 

All those who had stock were able to access the land. 

There was no selection process. 

The municipality does not 

have a policy on future 

selection of beneficiaries. 

People who want to access 

the land approach the 

municipality who are then 

referred to the emergent 

farmer committee. 

Bultfontein The beneficiaries determined who should access the land. 

There were no guidelines or criteria for the selection of 

beneficiaries. The main requirements for qualifying as a 

possible beneficiary was that a community member had 

to be a South African citizen living in Bultfontein. 

The focus was on unemployed people who were 

interested in commonage farming, but apart from that 

there were no guidelines in place for the selection of 

beneficiaries 

The municipality does not 

have a policy for the future 

selection of beneficiaries. 

The municipality relies on the 

emergent farmers committee 

to allocate and selection of 

the beneficiaries. 

Venterstad The municipality had a list of emergent farmers and their 

livestock. With the acquisition of the DLA land, all the 

beneficiaries on the list obtained land. 

The municipality does not 

have a policy for the future 

selection of beneficiaries. 

Graaff Reinet The beneficiaries determined who should access the land. 

No selection guidelines were provided. Most of the 

beneficiaries that were selected were people that had 

long-term farming experience and were committed to the 

project 

Council decided that 4 beneficiaries should be able to 

access the new commonage.  The emergent farmers 

committee decided on who these beneficiaries should be. 

 

The municipality does not 

have a policy for the future 

selection of beneficiaries. The 

municipality does not seem to 

want to get involved as they 

leave the identification of 

beneficiaries to the small 

farmers association. Council 

awards the land and 

beneficiaries decide 

themselves who should access 

the land.  

Port Alfred All the people who had initially been identified were 

provided with land.   

The municipality does not 

have a policy for the future 

selection of beneficiaries.  

Beaufort 

West 

The small farmers committee provided the names of 

interested parties and possible beneficiaries. The 

beneficiaries decided themselves who could access the 

land on a first come first serve basis 

The municipality does not 

have a policy for the future 

selection of beneficiaries. 

Stellenbosch With the establishment of the project, beneficiaries were 

selected on a first-come-first serve basis.  The first 15 

beneficiaries were selected from a list. 

Not known 
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None of the municipalities have criteria in place for the future selection of beneficiaries.  In some 

cases there are waiting lists, but there do not seem to be criteria that determine who should 

access the land and who should not.  

 

There is clearly scope here for some municipal policy-making regarding the selection of 

beneficiaries.  Particularly in a context of high land demand, and limited land resources, 

municipalities will have to have sufficient political courage to choose certain types of 

beneficiaries, in a certain order of priority.  To leave this matter to users’ organisations will 

expose those organisations to enormous social pressure, which may cause them to become 

dysfunctional (e.g. take all applicants, despite problems of overgrazing). 

 

3.3 Change in number of beneficiaries 

 

In most of the cases the number of the beneficiaries on the land has increased. Reasons include 

an increased demand for land as people living in the rural areas and farm workers come to live in 

the towns with their livestock.  

 

In only a few cases did the number of beneficiaries on the land decrease. The reasons for this 

include infighting amongst beneficiaries, beneficiaries are deceased, beneficiaries found 

alternative employment or they lost interest as the process was taking too long and farming did 

not yield immediate returns. It is difficult to determine the numbers of those who have left or 

joined a project as the responses are based on the subjective opinions of the respondents and 

have not been verified.  
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Table 6. Change in number of beneficiaries 

 
Case study Party’s 

opinion 

Number of 

beneficiaries 

when project 

started 

Number of 

beneficiaries 

in Nov 2004) 

Reasons for increase/decrease 

Koffie-

fontein 

According to 

beneficiaries 

40 35 Beneficiaries  neglect the land. They 

have alternative employment and are not 

working on the land. The remaining 

commonage users therefore want to 

terminate their membership to the 

committee. 

According to 

municipality 

- 50 

Ventersburg According to 

beneficiaries 

57 60 New members have joined the 

commonage projects. 

According to 

municipality 

- Approx 70 

Redders-

burg 

According to 

beneficiaries 

10 Not known It is unknown how many beneficiaries 

are on the land currently as there has 

been a constant influx of people onto the 

land.  
According to 

municipality 

- 20 

Bultfontein According to 

beneficiaries 

86/266 20 Beneficiaries left because the process of 

accessing the land was taking too long 

and some beneficiaries got employment 

during this period. 
According to 

municipality 

- 20 

Venterstad According to 

beneficiaries 

Beneficiaries: 

110 

Committee: 5 

Beneficiaries: 

108 

Committee: 

109 

Reason for increase: People who have 

been let off at work have joined the 

commonage.  

Reason for decrease: Two have left and 

bought their own farms 
According to 

municipality 

- Not known 

Graaff 

Reinet 

According to 

beneficiaries 

4 on the DLA 

acquired land 

4. The 

committee has 

a membership 

of 80 and there 

are about 20-

50 

beneficiaries 

on all the 

commonage 

None have left, except for those that are 

deceased. 

According to 

municipality 

- 14 

Port Alfred According to 

beneficiaries 

70 120 Beneficiaries are not aware of how 

many people might have left or their 

reasons for leaving. Some people, 

especially youngsters, pay for the use of 

the commonage and leave their stock 

with the older people to look after. 

According to 

municipality 

- Not known 

                                                 
6 When the process started 86 people were involved. When the project came off the ground (people could access the 

land)  there were only 26 left. 
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Beaufort 

West 

According to 

beneficiaries 

Bakovenfonte

in: 64 

families 

Commonage: 

Not known 

Not known There has been a large influx onto the 

commonage. 

According to 

municipality 

- Approx 20 

Stellen-

bosch 

According to 

beneficiaries 

15 7 Inexperience, neglect of the land and 

lack of interest in farming were reasons 

for them to leave.  Some beneficiaries 

had alternative employment and deemed 

farming unnecessary.  

Additionally, the water pipe 

infrastructure was just sufficient to 

irrigate half of the land. Therefore, less 

people could be accommodated than 

initially thought as half of the land could 

not be irrigated. 

According to 

municipality 

- - (no interview 

was conducted 

with the 

municipality) 

 

3.4 Transfer of land according  

 

The following table is based on information provided by the PLRO for each case study. It 

indicates the time delays between transfer of land, access to the farm and commencement of 

farming of beneficiaries.  
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Table 7. Time delays in accessing the land 

 
Case study Date of transfer of 

land  

Date of access to the farm Date of commencement of 

farming 

Koffiefontein 1998 Same year as transfer. The 

beneficiaries accessed the 

land without the lease in 

place. The lease was only 

put in place later. 

Same year as transfer. 

Ventersburg  07.04.1999 June 1999 June 1999 

Reddersburg -7 - - 

Bultfontein 04.09.1998 After transfer In February 1999 

Venterstad 2001.  2001  

 

Beneficiaries were farming 

informally already before they 

accessed the new land.  

Graaff Reinet See records 

 

Upon transfer of land, the 

municipality is informed 

and the municipality gets 

the 

See records 

 

Port Alfred 2001 2001- as soon as previous 

land owners moved off.  

 

2001 

 

Beaufort 

West 

Not applicable as old 

commonage 

Not applicable as old 

commonage 

Not applicable as old commonage 

Stellenbosch Not applicable as old 

commonage 

 

Not applicable as old 

commonage 

 

Not applicable as old commonage 

 

 

The table indicates that in most cases, the time delays have been very minimal and in all cases, 

beneficiaries were able to commence farming in the same year as the land was transferred. From 

the interviews it emerged that the identification of suitable land is the most time consuming. In 

Port Alfred, for example, it took several years to identify suitable land.  

 

3.5 Existence of lease contracts or agreements 

 

The table below indicates that seven out of the nine case studies have group lease agreements in 

place. Only in Koffiefontein and Beaufort West are individual lease agreements developed.  

 

Most municipalities stated that they had chosen group lease agreements as they were easier to 

administer than individual agreements. With group lease agreements, the emergent farmers 

organisation is responsible for the collection of the fees.  

 

All of the lease agreements in the Free State are group lease agreements (except for 

Koffiefontein, where shorter leases have been provided for the grazing beneficiaries). The reason 

for this is that longer leases facilitate gaining access to Community Project Funding (which is 

EU money distributed to agricultural projects by the Department of Agriculture). 

                                                 
7 The PLRO for Reddersburg was on maternity leave at the time of the fieldwork and was thus not able to conduct 

the interview.  
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Table 8. Lease agreements with the beneficiaries 

 
Case study Lease 

contract: 

Yes/No 

Kind of lease contract: group/ 

individual 

Length of contract 

Koffiefontein Yes The municipality has group and 

individual contracts: 
The municipality has group contracts 

with the four irrigation groups.  
The municipality has individual 

contracts with the 13-14 grazing 

beneficiaries. 

There are three different time 

periods for the leases. They differ 

from 9 years 11 months (for the 

irrigation farmers) to 5 years (for 

grazing) to 3 years (for grazing). 

Ventersburg  Yes Group 9 years 11 months 

Reddersburg No Will be group 10 years 

Bultfontein Yes Group 10 years 

Venterstad Yes Group 3 years 

Graaff Reinet Yes Group 5 years 

Port Alfred Yes Group 9 years 9 months 

Beaufort West No Will be individual Will be 3 years 

Stellenbosch Yes Group Not known 

 

In only two cases, no lease agreements were signed. In these cases, however, the lease 

agreements are in the pipeline, but are being held up by political and administrative difficulties. 

 

3.6 Drafting of lease contracts 

 

The following table indicates which party drafted the lease agreement between the beneficiaries 

and the municipality. It indicates the level of community consultation in the process.  
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Table 9. Process of drafting lease agreement 

 
Case study Party who drafted the lease 

agreement  

Community consultation in the drafting process 

Koffiefontein Municipality  Beneficiaries were not involved in the process of 

compiling the lease agreement. 

Ventersburg  The municipality, consultants and 

beneficiaries.   

The municipality drafted the agreement with 

consultants. The beneficiaries had meetings with 

the consultant on a regular basis when the draft 

was being developed to negotiate its contents. 

Reddersburg Municipality 

 

Beneficiaries were not involved in the process of 

compiling the lease agreement.  

Bultfontein The Municipality, consultants and 

the developers. 

There was a strong community consultation 

process through a consultant who acted as a 

mediator in the process. The beneficiaries were 

involved in the process and their suggestions were 

tabled with the contract drafters. The process was, 

however, lengthy, due to negotiations regarding 

the contents of the contract. 

Venterstad Municipality and emergent farmers Beneficiaries were involved in the process of 

drafting the lease agreement.  

Issues in the lease that were problematic for the 

beneficiaries have been negotiated. There was an 

intense negotiation and consultation process with 

the municipality. 

There were some issues that the beneficiaries 

wanted to have taken out of the contract but which 

the municipality kept in. 

Graaff Reinet Municipality, consultants, lawyers Beneficiaries were involved in the process of 

compiling the lease contracts.  

 

Some of the weaknesses of the participation 

process included reaching consensus on 

contentious issues. For example, beneficiaries 

wanted to hunt on the land, which the municipality 

did not want to permit.  

Port Alfred Beneficiaries: not known 

Municipality: Municipality, 

community 

Beneficiaries: None 

Municipality: community consultation was held in 

about 5-6 workshops and meetings were held with 

the DLA. 

Beaufort West Municipality None 

Stellenbosch Municipality, the Trust and Spier. The non-trust members were no consulted in the 

drafting of the leases. 

 

In four of the case studies no community consultation took place in the drafting of the lease 

agreement. In one case the beneficiaries were of the opinion that they had not been consulted, 

whereas the municipality stated that there was a consultation process.  

 

In several of the cases, external consultants were employed to play a facilitatory and mediatory 

role between the beneficiaries and the municipality. It seems that the involvement of a consultant 

from the onset of a project is beneficial to the success of the project. The mediator ensures that 
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the interests of the beneficiaries are represented and secures the beneficiaries’ buy-in into the 

process. This can, however, make the process of reaching an agreement very lengthy.  

 

The following table indicates the strengths and weaknesses of the participation process according 

to the municipality. The table indicates that some of the strengths of a strong consultative 

process include buy-in of beneficiaries into the process. As mentioned above, however, the most 

negative aspect is that a highly consultative process implies strong negotiation, which renders the 

process quite lengthy.  

 
Table 10. Strengths and weaknesses of the participation process according to the municipality 

 
Case study Strengths and weaknesses of the participation process according to the municipality 

Koffiefontein Positive: everyone understood that it was necessary to have a lease agreement and 

everyone was committed to the process. No one would be able to say that they didn’t know 

about it.  

Negative: Involvement of Provincial Agriculture HoD created false expectations amongst 

beneficiaries.  

Ventersburg  The process was to the satisfaction of all parties and the municipality couldn’t make any 

suggestions towards improvement.  

Reddersburg None mentioned 

Bultfontein Strengths:  

The smaller associations (smaller farming interests) were represented in a bigger forum.  

Weaknesses: 

The setting of the fees structure was a big issue. In this area the commercial rate for the 

rental of land is much higher than what has been agreed upon in the lease. Initially the lease 

was pegged high, but was bargained down by emergent farmers.  

Emergent farmers settled on R 10/ha compared to R 100/ha (commercial rate). 

There was also a lot of infighting in the group on the establishment of the forum and the 

whole process was quite lengthy.  

It was a difficult process that required a lot of consultation.   

Venterstad Strengths: All parties were approached and the lease agreement catered for the different 

land uses on the commonage. 

Weaknesses: Some beneficiaries do not want to be organised under an umbrella 

organisation as they are of the impression that commonage is free and should be made 

available free of charge. Internal discrepancies rendered negotiation difficult. 

Graaff Reinet Some of the weaknesses of the participation process included reaching consensus on 

contentious issues. For example, beneficiaries wanted to hunt on the land which the 

municipality did not want to permit.  

Port Alfred One of the weaknesses of the consultation process was that in the beginning everyone got 

involved. As soon as the process had been initiated, however,  support got less and less.  

Beaufort West NA as the beneficiaries were not involved in the process of drafting and compiling the 

lease agreement. 

Stellenbosch Non-trust members were not involved in drafting the leases.  

 

 

3.7 Notarial deed 

 

The following table indicates the awareness of beneficiaries of the notarial deed. It also 

illustrates the level of understanding of the function of the notarial deed amongst beneficiaries 

and the municipal official responsible for commonage. 
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Table 11. Understanding of the function of the notarial deed 

 
Case study Awareness of 

beneficiaries 

of the notarial 

deed 

Understanding of the function 

of notarial deed by beneficiaries 

Understanding of the function of 

notarial deed by municipality 

Koffiefontein No NA The official is not sure what the 

function of the notarial deed is.  

Ventersburg  Beneficiaries: 

No 

Committee: 

Yes 

Beneficiaries: NA 

Committee: The notarial deed is 

the title deed that serves to assist 

(along with the lease agreement) 

them with the approval of the 

CPF fund and to also protect them 

from eviction by the municipality. 

The official did not know what the 

function of the notarial deed is. 

Reddersburg No NA The official does not know what 

the function of notarial deed is 

Bultfontein Yes The notarial deed states that the 

land is in the municipality’s name 

and that the municipality 

administrates and facilitates the 

land. 

The notarial deed stipulates that the 

municipality still has some extent 

of control over the some of the 

issues on the commonage. 

Venterstad No NA The notarial deed gives the premier 

the power to take the land back if it 

is mismanaged. 

Graaff Reinet Beneficiaries: 

no 

Committee: 

yes 

According to the committee, the 

land belongs to the community, 

the notarial deed is in the 

municipality’s name. The notorial 

deed is there to assist them and 

the municipality when applying 

for support on the commonage.  

The function of the notarial deed 

was not known by the municipality 

except that it states that the land 

has to be managed as commonage.  

 

Port Alfred No  NA According to the municipality, the 

function of the notarial deed is that 

it acts as a control mechanism for 

the land and limits its usage. For 

example, the commonage is not 

allowed to be used for housing 

projects. The notarial deed ensures 

the safekeeping of the land use. 

Beaufort 

West 

Not applicable 

as old 

commonage 

 

Not applicable as old commonage 

 

Not applicable as old commonage 

 

Stellenbosch Not applicable 

as old 

commonage 

 

Not applicable as old commonage 

 

Not applicable as old commonage 

 

 

In only one case were the beneficiaries aware of the notarial deed. In two cases, the commonage 

committee was aware of the notarial deed whereas the beneficiaries weren’t. In only one case, 

however, did the beneficiaries understand the function of the deed.  
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In four of the cases, the municipal official was not aware of the function of the notarial deed. 

This is ascribable to several factors 

1. As mentioned above, in most cases municipal officials dealing with commonage were 

newly employed and did not have the institutional memory regarding the implementation 

of the projects. 

2. Commonage is located in a different line department in each municipality (see table 24). 

Commonage located in the LED office, in the Administration office, in the Technical 

services office or in the town engineers office. This entails that the officials responsible 

for commonage are not aware of the legal background of the commonage.  

 

The following table indicates the relevance of the notarial deed according to the PLRO. Some of 

the positive and negative aspects are highlighted of establishing a notarial deed for commonage.  
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Table 12. Relevance of the notarial deed according to PLRO 

 
Case study Relevance of the notarial deed 

Koffiefontein Setting up a notarial deed for the commonage makes it difficult for the municipality to use the 

land. The initial plan for the use of the land can change once the land has been transferred 

and the beneficiaries are located on the land. Some municipalities report to DLA of changed 

land uses. For example in Heilbron houses were built on the commonage.  

A better way is thus needed for the control of the usage of the land. When DLA assists a 

municipality to acquire land, the municipality has to determine its land needs and develop a 

10 year plan based on future spatial development. Issues such as housing expansion needs to 

be considered when acquiring land so that the commonage does not stand in the way of 

residential expansion. The municipality also has to be included from the initial stage of the 

project cycle and land identification. It has to play an active role and determine the spatial 

implications of land acquisition so that it can account of the land being used for its intended 

purposes. The needs analysis is not inclusive in this regard as it does not pick up spatial 

issues such as urban expansion.  

If a municipality is not involved from the start, then it should not be provided with 

commonage. 

Ventersburg  To prevent municipality from using the land for other developments other than the purpose 

for which the land was granted. 

Reddersburg -8 

Bultfontein To place some restrictions on the use of the commonage land. Land cannot be used for any 

other intention except for the purpose for which it was acquired. 

Venterstad A positive feature of the notarial deed is that the land is being managed by the municipality 

One of the negative features is that emergent farmers cannot expand their farming practices 

because the land does not belong to them. 

 

With the decentralisation of government regulations to the local sphere of government, the 

municipality is in a position to hold the land and see to it that the necessary enforcement is 

conducted. The advantage of the notarial deed is that the premier is the primary person to 

deal with regarding commonage. The disadvantage is that a municipality has to seek approval 

from the premier if it wants to change the land use.  

Graaff Reinet Some of the positive aspects of a notarial deed are that it ensures that the land is used for its 

intended purposes. Someone should be there to exercise control over the land.  

One of the negative aspects is that the proximity of control is a problem. The premier is too 

remote from the commonage. One suggestion is to make use of the Local Magistrates Courts 

instead of the Premiers office. 

Port Alfred In theory it is good that there is a higher authority that determines as to how the land is used. 

But whether or not this is implemented is questionable. The municipality and the Premier do 

not know about the notarial documents and their implications for land mismanagement.  

In theory the notarial deed is good, but in practice one doesn’t know if it works.  

 

The notarial deed also removes the responsibility from the DLA as it does not have the 

capacity to manage farming land. 

Beaufort 

West 

Not applicable as old commonage 

 

Stellenbosch Not applicable as old commonage 

 

 

                                                 
8 The PLRO for Reddersburg was on maternity leave at the time of the fieldwork and was thus not able to conduct 

the interview. 
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3.8 Level of fees 

 

Fees levels differ from case study to case study. They levels vary from minimal fees (R 

100/annum for the whole commonage) to relatively high fee structures (R 5000/year plus R 

250/month for the whole commonage). Table 11 indicates the different fees structures. 

Table 13. Levels of fees per case study 

 
Case study Level of fees 

Koffiefontein R 8.88/ha/year for the grazing land that is located around the irrigation land. 

The beneficiaries are not paying for the 30 ha of irrigation land 

Ventersburg  R 100/annum for the whole commonage 

Reddersburg The municipality still has to determine the prices as the contracts are not in 

place yet. 

Bultfontein R10 per ha per annum 

Venterstad R 5000/year for the hire of the land 

R 250/month for the hire of the implements on the land (tractor etc). 

Graaff Reinet R 60/year/LSU 

R 10/year/ SSU 

Port Alfred The formal fee is R 5/head of cattle/month. There is no fee for the garden lot 

users.  

Beaufort West R 3.27/stock (irrelevant if SSU or LSU)/month. The contracts determining 

this have not yet been signed. 

Stellenbosch R 30/ha/month for a year (this is for irrigation land) 

 

In only three of the eight case studies that deal with grazing land, the fees are determined by 

head of livestock. In the remaining cases, a specific amount is either determined for the whole 

commonage or fees are charged per ha of land. The latter two arrangements attach a monetary 

value to the land rather than to the stock on the land. These systems neglect to place a limit on 

stock numbers as beneficiaries can graze as many stock units on the land as they want for the 

same amount of money. Not only does this encourage free riding as there is no monetary value 

attached to a beneficiaries’ number of stock, but it also encourages Hardin’s tragedy of the 

commons and consequent overgrazing. This is especially the case in communal grazing cases 

where beneficiaries are encouraged to try and maximise their utility from the land by grazing as 

much stock on the land as possible because everyone is paying the same amount irrespective of 

the number of stock on the land.  

 

A much more effective way of controlling overgrazing and free riding is to attach the monetary 

value to the number of stock that a beneficiaries has on the land. This implies that someone who 

has 10 stock units pays less than a person who has 20 stock units which is a much more equitable 

system. This also discourages beneficiaries to increase their stock numbers for the reasons of 

competing with other beneficiaries for land.   (It is also possible to create disincentives for large 

stock holdings, by having a rising scale of fees for larger numbers of stock). 
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3.9  Payment of fees 

 

In only three of the seven case studies where contracts are in place, are the beneficiaries are 

paying the full lease regularly. In the rest of the cases, payment rates vary between no payment at 

all and a 90% payment rate.  

 

One of the pitfalls that were encountered, especially in the case of the “old commonage”, is that 

once beneficiaries have access to land before the leases are in place, enforcement of lease 

agreements becomes difficult. Once beneficiaries are used to not having to pay fees, consequent 

enforcement is problematic.  

 
Table 14.  Payment rate amongst beneficiaries 

 
Case study Payment rate 

Koffiefontein 20% payment rate 

Ventersburg  100% payment rate 

Reddersburg NA as contracts are not in place yet. 

Bultfontein 100% payment rate 

Venterstad 100% payment rate 

Graaff Reinet Payments are overdue with R 7828 

Port Alfred Beneficiaries are currently not paying at all. 

Beaufort West NA as contracts are not in place yet. 

Stellenbosch 50%-90% payment rate  

 

 

3.10 Use of fees by municipalities (ring-fencing) 

 

In only one of the case studies are the funds that are generated from the commonage ring-fenced 

and located in a separate account by the municipality to be used for commonage related expenses 

such as infrastructure maintenance. In the remaining case studies (where lease agreements are in 

place) the income generated from the commonage flows back into municipal coffers.   
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Table 15. Ring-fencing by municipalities 

 
Case study Ring- fencing of income Use of ring-fenced funds 

Koffiefontein The funds received from the beneficiaries goes into a 

separate account.  

The money is ploughed 

back into the commonage 

for infrastructure 

maintenance 

Ventersburg  The municipality is only receiving R 100/annum for 

the commonage. The funds are not ring fenced 

NA 

Reddersburg Will be ring-fencing the money once the lease is in 

place 

Will be using the funds for 

infrastructure maintenance 

Bultfontein Not known Not known 

Venterstad Fund flow back into the central municipal coffers NA 

Graaff Reinet Fund flow back into the central municipal coffers NA 

Port Alfred The municipality is currently not generating any 

income as beneficiaries are not paying. The funds 

would (if beneficiaries paid) go back into the central 

municipal coffers 

NA 

Beaufort West Funds will flow back into central municipal coffers. NA 

Stellenbosch Not known Not  known 

 

 

3.11 Use of revenue 

 

The following table indicates if beneficiaries are aware what the revenue that the municipality 

collects is used for.  

 
Table 16. Use of revenue 

 
Case study Awareness amongst beneficiaries of what their payments are used for 

Koffiefontein No  

Ventersburg  Beneficiaries are of the opinion that the money is used for the day to day 

running of the commonage and administration expenses 

Reddersburg Municipality said that it would use funds for infrastructure repairs.  

Bultfontein No 

Venterstad Yes- fees are used to infrastructure repairs. 

Graaff Reinet Beneficiaries: No 

Committee: Yes- for infrastructure repairs and maintenance. 

Port Alfred Beneficiaries: No 

Committee: Yes- for infrastructure repairs and maintenance. 

Beaufort West NA as leases have not yet been signed.  

Stellenbosch Beneficiaries: not known 

 

The table indicates that in five cases the beneficiaries were not aware of what the funds are used 

for. Of these five cases, in two cases, the committee members were aware what the funds were 

used for. This indicates a lack of communication between the municipality and the beneficiaries.  
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3.12 Land ownership 

 

The following table investigates if beneficiaries know that the land belongs to the municipality. 

It shows that in only one case beneficiaries did not know that the land belongs to the 

municipality.  

 
Table 17. Land ownership 

 
Case study Land ownership lies with 

Koffiefontein Municipality 

Ventersburg  Municipality 

Reddersburg Beneficiaries: not known; Committee: Municipality 

Bultfontein Municipality 

Venterstad Municipality 

Graaff Reinet Municipality 

Port Alfred Municipality 

Beaufort West Municipality 

Stellenbosch Municipality 

 

3.13 Type of beneficiary organisations 

 

Most of the beneficiary organisations are informal structures that are not registered or legal 

entities. There are instances such as in Stellenbosch where the beneficiaries are registered in 

trusts. In Bultfontein and Koffiefontein, beneficiaries have registered as a Closed Corporation. It 

seems that the beneficiary organisations in the Free State are more formally organised. The 

reason for this, according to various respondents, is that in order to apply for the Community 

Project Fund through the Department of Agriculture, formal organisations have to be in place.  

 

The table below sets out the different kinds of organisations.  
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Table 18. Type of organisational structure of commonage beneficiaries 

 
Case study Type of organisation  Reason 

Koffiefontein Some beneficiaries (those 

on the irrigation land) are 

registered as a Closed 

Corporation. 

This type of organisational structure was recommended by 

the extension officer as it facilitates application for CPF 

funding. Beneficiaries are of the opinion that a CC enables 

them to remove beneficiaries who are not contributing from 

the structure. 

Ventersburg Umbrella body: 

Mmamahabane Farmers 

Association. There are 

several small associations 

that are located under the 

umbrella body.  

 

Beneficiaries chose this type of organisation as it is simple 

to manage and administrate and because no one owns or has 

individual rights to any part of the commonage. The 

Mmamahabane Farmers Association is grouped into several 

easily manageable groups that all have equal rights and 

duties to the commonage. Beneficiaries are all co-owners 

and there is an equal sharing of rights.  

Reddersburg Tsohang Iketsetse Farmers 

Association 

Umbrella organisation. 

Bultfontein Phahameng farmers and 

Makgakajane farmers: 

both Closed Corporations 

In order to receive funding through the Department of 

Agriculture. 

Venterstad Ikhwezi Lomso Emerging 

Farmers Association  

The committee does not have any specific reasons for the 

selection of the type of organisation.  

Graaff Reinet Eyethu farmers association The reason for this selection is that it is part of the 

commonage policy for beneficiaries to form an association 

rather than farming individually. The formation of an 

overarching group also facilitates attaining funding and 

attaining support. 

Port Alfred Cattle owners association The association was established before the commonage was 

acquired. 

Beaufort West No formal organisation of 

beneficiaries 

NA 

Stellenbosch Trust The group initially wanted to establish a company but this 

would not enable them to access funds from government 

departments. The LRC suggested the establishment of a 

Trust as the best vehicle for the group. LRC provided the 

legal documents and legal backing.  

 

3.14 Regular functioning of committees and organisations  

 

Despite the fact that committees in most cases are informally organised, they have effective 

operating structures (organisational structure with regular meetings). Organisations consist in all 

cases of at least a chairperson, who is supported by a secretary, treasurer and other committee 

members. The table below demonstrates the frequency of meetings held and the reporting 

structures in place to non-committee members.  
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Table 19. Organisational functionality 
 

Case study Frequency of meetings Reporting mechanism Attendance of 

meetings 

Koffiefontein Committee meetings are held 

once a month  

General meetings are held after 

committee meetings in order to 

convey the issues discussed and the 

decisions made in the committee 

meeting 

Approx 50% 

Ventersburg  Committee meetings are held 

once a fortnight or as the need 

arises. 

Reporting takes place through 

feedback that each representative of 

the sub-groups provides to its 

members. 

Low attendance 

rate amongst non-

committee 

members 

Reddersburg According to the committee, 

meetings are held once a 

month after which feedback is 

provided to the general 

beneficiaries.  

Beneficiaries are not aware of 

committee meetings and they 

are not reported to 

According to the committee, 

reporting to non-committee 

members takes place after 

committee meetings.  

According to non-committee 

members, however, no reporting 

takes place.  

Not known 

Bultfontein According to the committee 

members, the committee 

meets a week. Non-

committee members are 

under the impression that 

committee meetings take 

place once a month.   

Meetings with the non-

committee beneficiaries are 

held once a month. 

The representatives of the different 

subgroups under the umbrella 

committee report back to their 

project members on the issues 

discussed and decisions made in the 

meeting. The members in the 

committee must consult with the 

beneficiaries before making final 

decisions that will affect the 

commonage as a whole 

Low attendance 

rate.  

Venterstad Committee meetings used to 

be held once a month but the 

frequency has decreased to 

the extent that currently no 

meetings are held anymore. 

Only two meetings have been 

held in 2004.  

 

 

Reporting takes place after a 

committee meeting by means of a 

general meeting where feedback is 

provided to the rest of the users. 

Since general meetings are linked 

to committee meetings, no general 

meetings have been taking place. 

Beneficiaries state 

that the attendance 

rate at general 

meetings is very 

low. 

Committee 

members state that 

general meetings 

have an 

approximate 50-

60% attendance 

Graaff Reinet Committee meetings are held 

once a month 

Reporting takes place through 

general meetings that are held 

consequentially to committee 

meetings. 

The attendance 

rate at meetings is 

usually between 

60-90% 

Port Alfred Cattle owners (committee and 

non-committee members) 

hold meetings once a month 

According to the non-

committee members, 

however, no formal meetings 

are held in the project. 

Since all the cattle farmers are 

required to attend the monthly 

meeting there is no need for 

reporting. 

The attendance 

rate for meetings 

is between 50-

80%  

Beaufort 

West 

The last meeting that the 

commonage committee held 

Reporting to the rest of the 

beneficiaries did take place when 

NA 
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was a few years ago. the meetings were held. 

Stellenbosch The committee meets 

regularly once a month 

Reporting to the non-committee 

members takes place informally. 

The chairperson informs the 

beneficiaries after meetings 

verbally about the proceedings 

Non-committee 

members have not 

been invited to the 

committee 

meetings. So 80-

100% attendance 

 

In most cases meetings are held frequently on a monthly basis. Reporting to non-committee 

members takes place through a general meeting that is held after the committee meeting. 

Alternative informal reporting takes place where representatives of the committee report to non-

committee members. Attendance rates vary and several beneficiaries stated that the reason for 

this was that they were often given very short notice about meetings and then some people could 

not attend. 

 

3.15 Group dynamics (conflict, factions, mutual support) 

 

In the following table, “C” refers to what Committee members stated. Where this differs from 

what “NC” (Non-committee members) stated it is indicated by “C” and “NC”: 
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Table 20. Relationship between stakeholders 

 
Case study  Good  Fair Poor 

Koffiefontein Committee members   X 

Among community members X   

Municipal Officers X   X 

Ventersburg Committee members X C X 

NC9 

 

Among community members X C X NC  

Municipal Officers X C X NC  

Reddersburg Committee members   X 

Among community members   X 

Municipal Officers X   

Bultfontein Committee members X   

Among community members X   

Municipal Officers X (With LED officer)  X (with the rest of the 

council) 

Venterstad Committee members  X C 

X NC 
 

Among community members X NC X C  

Municipal Officers  X NC  X C  

Graaff Reinet Committee members X C X NC  

Among community members X C X NC  

Municipal Officers X C  X NC 

Port Alfred Committee members X   

Among community members X   

Municipal Officers X   

Beaufort 

West 

Committee members   

 X 

 

Among community members  X   

Municipal Officers   X   

Stellenbosch Committee members  X  

Among community members X   

Municipal Officers   X 

 

The table indicates that most respondents rated their relationships with each other, the committee 

and the municipality as good. There are only two cases where relationships within committees 

are poor and only one case where relationships between beneficiaries are poor.  

 

The largest number of “poor” ratings is allocated to the relationship between the beneficiaries 

and the municipalities. In six of the nine case studies the relationship with the municipality is 

regarded as poor by beneficiaries. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
9 See footnote No. 9.  
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3.16 Current condition of infrastructure 

 

The table below indicates that the municipalities in five cases believe that the infrastructure is in 

a good condition while the beneficiaries state that the infrastructure is in a bad condition. This 

indicates a lack of communication between the stakeholders.  

 
Table 21. Condition of infrastructure 

 
Case study Current condition of infrastructure 

Koffiefontein Non-committee members: infrastructure is in very poor condition 

Municipality: infrastructure system is working well 

Beneficiary committee: infrastructure is in a good condition 

Ventersburg  Municipality: infrastructure is in a fair to good condition 

Beneficiaries: infrastructure is in bad condition 

Reddersburg Infrastructure is in a bad condition 

Bultfontein Infrastructure is in a bad condition  

Venterstad Beneficiaries: Infrastructure is in a bad condition  

Municipality: infrastructure is in a fair to good condition 

Graaff Reinet Municipality:  infrastructure is in a fair condition 

Beneficiaries: infrastructure is a bad condition 

Port Alfred Municipality: infrastructure is in a fair condition 

Beneficiaries: infrastructure is in bad condition 

Beaufort West Infrastructure is in a bad condition 

Stellenbosch Infrastructure is in a fair condition  

 

3.17 New infrastructure   

 

The table below indicates application to the municipality commonage infrastructure grant. It 

illustrates that not one municipality in the case studies conducted had applied for the commonage 

infrastructure grant. Table 21 indicates that the reason for this is that most municipalities were 

not aware of the existence of such a grant.  

 
Table 22. Application to the infrastructure grant 

 
Case study Application for infrastructure grant 

Koffiefontein No 

Ventersburg No 

Reddersburg No 

Bultfontein No 

Venterstad No 

Graaff Reinet No. When the municipality took over the farms there were still irrigation pipes and a tractor 

on the land. The municipality had applied for the municipal infrastructure grant to acquire 

these implements for the beneficiaries but they have not yet had any response from DLA. 

The farmer has thus still not been paid for the implements. 

Port Alfred No. It was considered but the municipality did not applied for it. 

Beaufort West NA as old commonage 

Stellenbosch NA as old commonage 
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Table 23. Awareness of municipality of infrastructure grant 

 

Case study Awareness of municipality of infrastructure grant 

Koffiefontein The municipality is not aware of the grant. 

Ventersburg The municipality is not aware of the grant. 

Reddersburg The municipality is not aware of the grant. 

Bultfontein The municipality is not aware of the grant. 

Venterstad The municipality is aware of the infrastructure grant but do 

not know what it is about. 

Graaff Reinet The municipality is aware of the existence of the grant. 

Port Alfred The municipality is aware of the existence of the grant. 

Beaufort 

West 

- 

Stellenbosch - 

 

 

Despite the lack of applying for the infrastructure grant, the table below indicates that all of the 

case-studies have received infrastructure upgrades of some kind. In most cases new 

infrastructure is provided but in some cases the municipality utilises second hand spares to fix 

infrastructure and implements which compromises the durability of the repairs.  

 

 
Table 24. Upgrades made to commonage infrastructure 

 
Case study Upgrades made to the infrastructure 

Koffiefontein Municipality has repaired the fencing 

Ventersburg   Building of kraals using CPF funds (DoA) 

 Vegetable tunnels, Farm implements, equipment using funds from Social 

Development 

 Poultry houses- funds from Agriculture. 

Reddersburg Beneficiaries have made upgrades to fences. 

Bultfontein Department of Agriculture have built Kraals. Apart from that infrastructure is maintained 

and repaired with 2nd hand parts. 

Venterstad Municipality has provided a crib, dam, new fencing and windmill.  

Graaff Reinet Commonage infrastructure grant through which irrigation pipes were acquired. 

Municipality has fixed the wind pumps (with old spares) and has provided water pipes..  

Port Alfred Department of Agriculture provided a tractor and other equipment. 

Beaufort West Infrastructure grant and windmills 

Stellenbosch Spier donated tractor, quick coupling irrigation system 

 

 

3.18 Environmental management (overgrazing, rotational camps etc) 

 

Overgrazing is taking place in most of the municipalities. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, 

the land provided is not sufficient to carry the beneficiaries’ increasing numbers of stock. 

Secondly, inappropriate grazing practices are applied . For example in one case, there are no 

internal camps on the commonage, which prevents employing rotational grazing practices. In 

another case the animals are driven from and to the commonage on a daily basis as the animals 
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are in the residential areas. The first 100ha of the commonage is thus degraded and eroded due to 

the trampling of the land.  

 

The table below indicates the existence of overgrazing on the land and measures taken by 

beneficiaries and the municipalities to prevent overgrazing.  

 
Table 25.  Overgrazing and preventative measures for the commonage. 

 
Case study Over 

grazing/ 

erosion  

Measures taken to prevent overgrazing  

Koffiefontein Yes Municipality: closing of heavily overgrazed commonage camps from use 

Beneficiaries: Use camp system (rotational grazing), stock limitations, 

fertilising of soil. 

Ventersburg  Yes Municipality: Advise about the consequences of increasing their stock, training 

on adherence to carrying capacity, informal training, clause in lease agreement. 

Beneficiaries: Rotational grazing; stock limitations, soil sampling, crop rotation, 

natural control of pests 

Reddersburg Yes Beneficiaries: Rotational grazing and resting camps.  

Bultfontein Not 

known 

Municipality: Acquire more land, try to propagate to decrease the number of 

animals on the land by encouraging beneficiaries to sell additional animals.  

Beneficiaries: stock limitations, rest land, rotational grazing and crop rotation.  

 

Venterstad Yes Beneficiaries: rotational camp system, sell and reduce stock numbers 

Graaff Reinet Yes Municipality: rotational grazing, stock limitations, beneficiaries are forced to 

sell their stock 

Beneficiaries: Rotational grazing, location of water points in order for them to 

agree with the camp divisions. 

Port Alfred No Municipality: Stock limitations  

Beneficiaries: none as camps are not subdivided 

Beaufort West Yes Municipality: Limitation of stock numbers, pounding of the animals, 

beneficiaries are encouraged to apply for commercial land 

Beneficiaries: stock limitations  

Stellenbosch Yes Beneficiaries: Fertilise with manure 

 

 

In most of the case studies the municipality and the beneficiaries apply measures to prevent 

overgrazing and soil erosion, through rotational grazing and stock limitations. The effectiveness 

and implementation rate of the measures are, however, questionable. In two of the case studies, 

for example, drastic measures were taken to prevent land degradation, but due to political 

pressures, the measures were lifted.  

 

3.19 Profitability of enterprises 

 

In all the case studies beneficiaries are making progress in terms of their farming practices by 

increasing their stock. In most cases beneficiaries have developed from subsistence farmers 

when they started farming to emerging farmers.  
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In several case studies beneficiaries complained that stock limitations were forcing beneficiaries 

to sell their stock and keep the stock numbers low, thus preventing them from “emerging” to 

become commercial farmers. Stock limitations are set at rates that are not high enough for 

beneficiaries to be able to qualify as a proto commercial farmer and apply for LRAD.  

 

Although beneficiaries are increasing their stock numbers, only a few mentioned that they were 

making a profit. Especially farmers at entry-level farming, who can still be classified as 

subsistence farmers on the way to becoming emergent farmers, are strugling to make ends meet 

and have not yet made profits.  

 

It is also possible that although the number of stock is increasing (or because of it) the condition 

of the livestock may be poor. 

 

No table has been provided to illustrate the increase of stock as  

1. The information received is attained from the small sample of interviewees and is thus 

not generalisable 

2. In many of the cases, beneficiaries are limited to a certain stock number, which means 

that they sell their stock in order to maintain the quota. This means that although a table 

might indicate that there has been zero or even negative growth, in actual fact stock 

would have been sold. 

 

 

3.20 Relationship with municipalities  

 

There is almost an equal share of beneficiaries and the municipality being responsible for 

infrastructure maintenance within the nine case studies. Most of the respondents complained 

about municipalities not contributing to infrastructure maintenance although it is part of their 

brief. In most cases, although the municipality is responsible for infrastructure maintenance, 

beneficiaries maintain that they themselves conduct infrastructure repairs.  

 
Table 26.  Infrastructure maintenance responsibilities 

 
Case study Party responsible for infrastructure maintenance 

Koffiefontein Municipality 

Ventersburg  Beneficiaries 

Reddersburg The municipality and the beneficiaries  

Bultfontein Beneficiaries 

Venterstad Beneficiaries 

Graaff Reinet Municipality 

Port Alfred Municipality 

Beaufort West Municipality 

Stellenbosch Not known 

 

 

The following table provides an overview of the municipal support structures provided to 

beneficiaries. In three of the nine case studies, there are no Commonage Management 

Committees (CMC). In two of the cases, CMCs are in the process of being established. There are 
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only two cases where a land management plan exists and two cases where a commonage policy 

is in place.  

 

Municipal support in this regard is lacking as the supporting organisational structures and policy 

guidelines are not in place to provide stakeholders with support structures and guidelines. 

 

Table 27.  Municipal support to the commonage 

 
Case study Existence of 

CMC 

Existence of Land 

management plan 

Existence of Commonage Policy 

Koffiefontein In process of 

establishing 

Yes In progress of implementing 

Ventersburg  No No No 

Reddersburg No No No 

Bultfontein Yes No No 

Venterstad No No No 

Graaff Reinet Yes No According to the municipal official the 

municipality does not have a commonage 

management plan. However, there is a 

commonage management plan dated from 2002 

for the municipality that has been developed by 

the Department of Agriculture extension officer.  

Port Alfred Yes Yes Yes 

Beaufort West In process of 

establishing 

No No 

Stellenbosch Yes- with DM NA NA 

 

Commonage still has not found an institutional space within municipalities. The table below 

indicates, that in most cases the commonage competency is located with the LED officer. There 

are, however, also cases where commonage is shared between two line departments, for example 

the town engineer, who is responsible for the infrastructure and Administration, which is 

responsible for leases and contracts. 

 

Similarly, commonage is, in some cases, located within line departments that have very little 

relevance to the developmental implications of commonage, such as corporate services or nature 

conservation and community and protection services.  

 

 
Table 28.  Organisational location of  commonage within the municipality 

 
Case study Where commonage is located on the organogram 

Koffiefontein LED office 

Ventersburg  Agricultural Facilitator 

Reddersburg Technical services office 

Bultfontein LED office 

Venterstad LED office 

Graaff Reinet Town Engineer office and Administration office 

Port Alfred Community and Protection services (includes nature conservation) 

Beaufort West  Personnel Services office and Corporate Services office. 

Stellenbosch Not known 
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3.21 Support by government departments 

 

Support to commonage beneficiaries comes primarily from the Department of Agriculture. In 

most cases agricultural extension officers providing assistance to beneficiaries in terms of advice 

and training. The extent and intensity of the assistance provided differs between case studies. For 

example, Koffiefontein has excellent extension support, while beneficiaries in Venterstad state 

that the extension officer plays virtually no role.  

 

In only one case was training by any other government department noted, notably the 

Department of Labour in Koffiefontein. 

 

Table 29. Support by Government Departments 

 
Case study Support provided by Nature of support 

Koffiefontein DoA 

DoL 

Extension services, access of funds and promote 

agricultural skills, CPF funding 

 DoL Training in terms of planting and bookkeeping 

Ventersburg  DoA Extension services, CPF funding, basic computer skills 

training, as well as a computer, fax machine and office 

furniture. 

 Dept Social Welfare Provided infrastructure and implements. 

Reddersburg None None 

Bultfontein DoA CPF funding 

Venterstad DoA Limited support ito extension services 

Graaff 

Reinet 

DoA  Extension services and workshops on farming practices, 

overgrazing, rotational grazing.   

Port Alfred DoA Extension services 

Beaufort 

West 

DoA Extension services, facilitates and helps with attaining 

funds for infrastructure, provide training and advice 

Stellenbosch DoA  Provide infrastructure, but no training or other support. 

 

 

3.22 Support by non-governmental organisations  

 

Limited support by non-governmental organisations is provided to beneficiaries. The Land Bank 

has provided loans in three cases. In some cases, beneficiaries are receiving support from 

commercial farmers, which is, however, on an informal basis. 
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Table 30. Support by non-governmental organisations 

 
Case study Support provided by  Extent of support 

Koffiefontein University of the Free State’s 

Centre for Agricultural 

Management, funded by First 

National Bank 

 

Land Bank 

Training in enterprise budgets, cash flow 

management and balance sheets, and farm 

management 

 

 

Loans 

Ventersburg  None None 

Reddersburg None- except for local farmer  Provides support to deal with stock 

sicknesses 

Bultfontein Commercial farmers  

 

 

Senwes  

 

Glen agriculture school. 

 

Beneficiaries signed a 3-year contract with 

him for crop-farming support 

 

Training on crop farming 

 

Training for a week for grazing beneficiaries 

Venterstad Mining Qualification Authority 

(MQA 

Training included beef production, general 

crop production and farm management to 

ex-mine workers 

 

Graaff Reinet Support from commercial farmers  

 

 

 

Landbank 

Advice on markets and pricing and provided 

them with 1 bull and 4 boerbok rams for 

breeding purposes. 

 

Loans 

Port Alfred Not known  

Beaufort West Landbank Loans 

Stellenbosch Spier Donated tractor, quick coupling irrigation 

system 

 

 

3.23 Training provided 

 

The table below indicates the levels of training and the training needs of beneficiaries. In several 

cases basic issues pertaining to farming practices and management practices were raised as 

training needs.  
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Table 31. Training provided and training needs 

 
Case 

study 

Training provided  Training needs 

Koffie-

fontein 

Training has been provided for the 

irrigation groups as well as the stock 

farmers.   

The beneficiaries feel that no additional training is 

required. The DLA officer, however, feels that 

beneficiaries need additional training. 

Venters-

burg  

No training has been provided  Soil sampling and soil protection 

 Bookkeeping and financial management 

 Natural resources management  

 Marketing 

Redders-

burg 

No training has been provided Five beneficiaries should be trained in farming 

practices through attending “farming school”. These 

beneficiaries will then return to Reddersburg 

commonage and educate the remaining beneficiaries 

on how to farm (train a trainer). 

Bultfontein According to beneficiaries, no training 

provided. 

According to the municipality, the 

poultry project received training for 9 

months 

 General management and financial skills 

 Farming practices and innovations 

 Emergent farmers have arable land but they need 

special skills regarding grazing, arable land and 

commercial farming 

 Marketing. 

Venterstad Training provided by the Mining 

Qualification Authority (MQA) to ex-

mine workers 

Beneficiaries want the same training as the ex-mine 

workers received for sheep and cattle. The training 

should be provided to everyone on the commonage.  

Graaff 

Reinet 

Workshops were held by DoA on 

farming practices 

Two workshops were also held at the 

Grootfontein Agricultural College and 

some of the beneficiaries were invited 

to a workshop on basic animal health 

 Financial administration and management. 

 Veld and farm management. 

 Environmental health workshops. 

 Marketing and pricing awareness. 

 Stock management 

 Stock diseases. 

Port Alfred No training has been provided  Veld and farm management. 

 Environmental health workshops. 

 Animal health and diseases awareness. 

 Bookkeeping. 

Beaufort 

West 

Landbank has provided training in the 

use of poisons and human management 

(HR). This did help a lot. 

Once beneficiaries can get more land more training 

will be needed. Training is useless if there is not 

enough land as beneficiaries cannot apply/practice 

their newly acquired skills. 

Stellen-

bosch 

No training has been provided  Fertiliser 

 Covering of production costs 

 Seeds 

 Seedlings 

 Soil analysis 

 Infrastructure 

 Financial management 

 Marketing advice 

 Market research evaluation  to determine what 

market demands are and what to plant 

 Land care advice 

 Need training on how to care for plants, eg 

programmes for month to month planting and 

harvesting.  
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3.24 Suggested improvements in project cycle  

 

PRLOs have made several suggestions towards the improvement of the project cycles. 

The table below indicates suggestions made by the PLRO towards improving the project cycle.  

 
Table 32. Suggested improvements to the project cycles 

 
Case study Suggestions towards improving the project cycles 

Koffiefontein One suggestion towards improving the project cycle is that the notarial deed has to be 

revised. Setting up a notarial deed for the commonage renders it difficult for the municipality 

to use the land. Once the land has been transferred and the beneficiaries are on the land, the 

initial land use plan often changes. Some municipalities have the courage to approach DLA 

for advice regarding changed land uses, but other municipalities use the land for alternative 

purposes without consulting the relevant authorities. For example in one town in the Free 

State the commonage was used for a housing project.  

 

Municipalities will often find that after the commonage has been allocated to them, that the 

land is in the way of urban expansion. The reason for this is that the municipality is not 

involved in the initial stage of the project cycle and in the land identification stage of the 

project. The land use and the spatial implications of the establishment of commonage on a 

specific location are therefore not well thought through.  

 

A solution towards this is that the municipality should be actively involved in the 

identification of land for commonage purposes. The municipality should furthermore 

determine its land needs (based on future spatial development and the spatial implications 

that the commonage will have when acquired in a specific location) and develop a 10 year 

plan based on future spatial development.  

 

The municipality has to play an active role in the process and determine the spatial 

implications of land acquisition so that it can account of the land being used for its intended 

purposes. The needs analysis currently conducted when a project is initiated does not include 

these aspects and should in future aim at including the municipality in the needs analysis to 

determine the spatial implications of a commonage. The respondent stated that if a 

municipality is not involved in a project from the start, then it should not be provided with 

commonage. 

Ventersburg  The respondent neglected to respond to this question 

Reddersburg - 

Bultfontein The respondent neglected to respond to this question 

Venterstad The project cycle is fairly well constructed. One of the shortcomings is that after land 

transferral, the Department of Agriculture and the municipality take over the process. DLA 

does not retain any latitude to guide and direct them towards implementing certain 

outstanding issues that are necessary for the effective management of the commonage. There 

is a lack of enforcement from DLA, for example, regarding the establishment of municipal 

bylaws for commonage management. 

Graaff Reinet The PLRO stated that the steps to be taken it the project cycle are adequate but he suggested 

several improvements that should be considered in general: 

 

 DLA needs to be more rigid with service providers (lawyers and independent property 

evaluators) to prevent delays 

 More support from DoA is needed in the process. 

 The bottlenecks, that delay the process unnecessarily will have to be addressed. For 

example, a new project has to be submitted to the District Steering Committee, which 

sits once a month. The committee provides the go-ahead on projects. The in-frequency of 

the meetings can delay approval for projects by a month. The office manager of DLA 
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should have the power to provide the go-ahead (even only provisionally) to avoid 

unnecessary bottlenecks in the process. DLA should be given more internal powers.  

Similarly, the Provincial Grant Approval Committee also only sits once a month. To 

prevent delays and in order to bypass the meetings, internal signing powers should be 

vested with the department. Often PLROs deal with impatient land sellers which can 

entail that DLA looses the land due to the lengthy process employed. 

Port Alfred The PLRO suggested several improvements that could be made to the project cycle: 

 

1. Municipalities are not aware of the resources that they have in the DLA. The constraints lie 

within the municipality as they do not have the human resources to manage the land, which 

makes it problematic to implement a project that implies the management of land. 

 

2. It is very difficult to get beneficiaries to comply to constraints (stock limitations and fees) 

when they have had access to land free of charge and now are limited by lease agreements 

and fee structures. This can have very detrimental effects on the project cycle.  

 

3. The human impact/ effect can have a very detrimental effect on the project cycle. The 

inconstant variable of human interaction and reaction (especially the beneficiaries), hinder the 

process of negotiating the conditions of the land as they are a constantly changing variable 

that has to be dealt with. 

Beaufort 

West 

Not applicable as old commonage 

Stellenbosch Not applicable as old commonage 
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Chapter 4:  Practical proposals for fine-tuning municipal 
commonage management 
 

4.1 Introduction 

 

Many municipalities are already using their commonage for pro-poor survivalist or emergent 

agriculture.  This has taken place due to local political and social pressure.  What is urgently 

needed is a framework for DLA support to municipalities, to undertake such pro-poor 

commonage land effectively and sustainably. 

 

This report suggests that DLA’s current commonage activities offers a valuable base on which to 

build.  Useful institutional mechanisms and policy instruments have been created, and valuable 

lessons have been learnt.  It now requires a fine-tuning of these mechanisms and instruments to 

address the current deficiencies in commonage management, and to maximise economic and 

social benefits. 

 

In effect, DLA’s policy is a second-order question.  The first-order issue is for municipalities to 

draft commonage policies and to manage commonage effectively.  The second-order issue is for 

DLA to draft policies about how municipalities (and associated stakeholders) should be assisted, 

and how certain overriding normative goals could be promoted. 

 

Consequently, we need to start with first-order questions.  Once we understand municipalities’ 

own requirements, needs, dilemmas and policy options, we can “pull back” and ask how DLA 

can use its resources to assist municipalities to meet their needs. 

 

In this chapter, proposals will be made to promote the effectiveness of municipalities regarding 

commonage management.  They will be dealt with in the following order: 

 

1. The normative and policy-making dimension (including equity and empowerment 

issues) 

2. Factual assessments of the asset base  

3. Institutional mechanisms, legal instruments, rights and obligations 

4. Promoting livelihoods and economic development 

5. Infrastructure maintenance 

6. Training and support of beneficiaries. 

 

 

This does not necessarily reflect the typical chronology in which a municipality would make 

decisions.  It is quite possible, for example, that a municipality would undertake the factual 

assessment before drafting a policy.  In practice, these themes are often interrelated in complex 

ways. 
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4.2 Municipal policy-making 

 

The determination of goals is an important and educative political process.  It provides an 

opportunity for Councillors to reflect on what they want to achieve (and whether their goals may 

be in some tension with one another!), and to build consensus amongst them.   

 

The main policy instrument at municipal level is the Integrated Development Plan (IDP).  IDPs 

are intended to include a range of sectoral plans, such as Transport Plans, Water Services Plans, 

and Environmental Management Plans.  In this context, municipalities should be encouraged 

(and assisted) to compile Commonage Management Plans. 

 

The main function of the policy-making process is to determine normative (“political”) goals and 

objectives.  Municipalities have a fairly wide scope of policy alternatives.  For example, LED 

can be promoted in many different ways, ranging from pro-poor poverty alleviation projects to 

top-flight commercial marketing of the area as an investment destination.   

 

Similarly, as regards the activities on commonage land, there is a range of developmental 

economic activities for which  

 

1. Promote household food security 

2. Promote subsistence incomes and livelihoods 

3. Promote small-scale (usually part-tie) farming 

4. Promote emergent capitalist farmers 

5. Promote supplementary economic initiatives on the commonage, e.g. tourism  

6. Rent out commonage at a commercial level to commercial farmers (either white or 

black farmers) and use the revenue for pro-poor activities (e.g. to subsidise household 

water services) 

7. Promote commonage for the harvesting of medicinal plants 

8. Recovery of grazed (or over-grazed) camps. 

 

For example, in Koffiefontein, there are at least 6 different commonage activities10. 

 
Table 33. Different activities on Koffiefontein commonage 

 
Farm Erosion Small 

farmer 

irrigation 

Municipal 

irrigation Grazing 

Communal 

grazing  

Planted 

grazing 

Game 

camp Total 

Gansvlei 0 75 ha 123 ha 2 224ha 0 123 ha  2545 ha 

Welver-

diend 

78 ha 45 ha  884 ha 130 ha  200ha 1337 ha 

Rooidraai 225 ha   764 ha 274 ha   1293 ha 

Rorichs-

hoop 

    120 ha   120 ha 

Total  333 ha 120 ha 123 ha 3872 ha 524 ha 123 ha 200 ha 5295 ha 

 

                                                 
10  Koffiefontein Municipality, Management plan of town commonage, 1998: 1. 
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In addition, there are other socially desirable goals, which may be achieved simultaneously as 

promoting economic activities 

 

1. Promote environmental management and biodiversity 

2. Promote women farmers 

3. Promote youth farmers 

4. Raise sufficient revenue to meet operational requirements (e.g. infrastructure operations 

and maintenance, or O&M) of the commonage 

5. Raise sufficient revenue to supplement the municipality’s coffers and other municipal 

functions 

6. Promote aesthetic and recreational uses on the commonage 

7. Use the commonage for educational purposes (e.g. nature study at schools). 

 

 

To some extent, these goals may be in some tension with one another.  For example, the same 

piece of land can typically not be used for household food security and for emergent capitalist 

farmers.  However, municipalities very often have different pieces of land, which can be used for 

different purposes.  It is possible, therefore, that municipalities can promote a whole range of 

activities and social goals by using different pieces of commonage in different ways.   

 

A very important question is the issue of equity and fairness:  Who should benefit from the 

commonage?  Is it fair that some people benefit (possibly for quite a long term) and other people 

do not?  How should such decisions be made?  Should interests of the poor be promoted, or 

should the municipality invest in those emergent entrepreneurs who may eventually build up 

businesses and create investments and employment?  Should commonage be used to kick-start 

new types of agricultural products, or should it be used for new farmers to join the tried-and-

tested agricultural activities of the area?   

 

Beneficiary selection is an extremely important and delicate policy issue.  Many constituents 

have a legitimate and reasonable claim to get access to the commonage.  Municipalities need to 

carefully investigate the moral and economic claims of different types of constituencies.  

Subsequently, municipalities need to draft a policy on selection of specific beneficiaries within 

such categories of claimants.  Should the claims of the indigent override those of the poor, and 

should the claims of the poor override those of emergent farmers?  Should longer-term residents 

have preferential treatment?  Should marginalised groups, such as women, youth and disabled, 

have preferential access? 

 

There are three important considerations: 
 

 A municipality may choose to take proactive measures to ensure that priority land reform 

groups – the poorest residents and women – benefit from commonage. Measures may 

include quotas within allocation procedures and means-tested eligibility criteria. Lower 

levies for women may also be an affirmative support measure to ensure more women 

benefit from commonage. 

 A municipality may choose to prefer beneficiaries that have agricultural experience (e.g. 

ex-farm workers). 
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 Municipalities need to determine exit options for lessees, e.g. after a certain number of 

years, or if the size of their agricultural enterprises reach a certain maximum. 

 

 

 
 

It should also be noted that policy questions have a way of sneaking into issues that are 

ostensibly practical and technical questions.  For example, choices about the level of fees, or the 

ways in which O&M should be performed, may well conceal underlying normative or value-

laden questions.  “Making a policy” is typically not a once-off activity;  it provides a broad 

framework within which subsidiary policy-making choices can be decided.  Furthermore, it 

would be essential to periodically evaluate programme impacts against policy goals, and to 

review policy decisions from time to time. 

 

4.3 Resource inventories – counting what you’ve got 

 

It is important to get baseline information about what commonage resources the Municipality 

has. This includes the natural resource, as well as infrastructure.  The Municipality should create 

(and update) various inventories of its resources: 

 

4.3.1 Technical inventories 

These inventories include infrastructure, equipment and supplies.  It should include asset 

registers, infrastructure records, vehicle records, buildings and deeds of transfer, lease 

agreements, inventory of hardware and supplies, and as-built drawings. 

 

Additional information to include is:   

 The age of the infrastructure systems  (If they are very old, rehabilitation may be very 

urgent).   

 How well is the capacity utilized?   

 Are the materials, equipment and plant standardized?   

 What levels of supplies are kept in the Municipal stores?   

 

4.3.2 Administrative inventories 

There are two types of information to collect. 

 

What can DLA do?  

 Assist municipalities to think through their normative preferences, to clearly identify 

different constituencies with different needs, and to choose between them. 

 Provide information on policy decisions and outcomes which have been tried 

elsewhere. 

 Identify ways in which policy options could synchronise or support other 

developmental programmes at local level. 

 Identify hidden costs and dangers in different policy choices. 
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Firstly, information about individual staff members working on the commonage (LED staff, 

engineering staff, labourers): How many technical, administrative and financial staff members 

are involved in commonage management?  What are their skills and experience? 

 

Secondly, information about the structure of the organisation.   

 It is useful to verify whether organigrams are still up to date, and reflect the actual 

functioning of the Municipality. 

 How does decision-making take place?  How much discretion do senior and middle-level 

officials have? 

 Are their job descriptions and powers clearly spelt out?   

 Are there clear patterns of supervision?  Are there sufficient supervisory staff members, 

with the necessary skills? 

 Are there incentives to motivate staff to perform competently? 

 

4.3.3 Financial resources 

 

This includes financial records, payrolls, procurement and suppliers, debt collection, outstanding 

debts, insurance policies, valuation roll, loans registers, and lists of investments. 

 

Some of this information may not be available.  This is a warning light:  The Municipality 

should find and collate the information.   

 

4.3.4 Infrastructure 

As a matter of course, municipalities need to have a proper asset register of all their assets 

(including water, sanitation, electricity, and commonage).   

 

Commonage land is a very strategic natural resource asset, for several reasons: 

 It is often located close to town, i.e. close to markets, abattoirs, transport, and banks, and 

may be within walking distance.  Such land is eminently suitable for use by the poor. 

 It often has existing infrastructure, such as fencing, boreholes etc. 

 It can be policed more effectively than more distantly-located land. 

 It can be used for many different purposes, e.g. agriculture, craft production, storage, and 

dairies. 

 

For the effective utilisation of commonage, it is essential that municipalities have a proper data-

base (frequently updated) about the extent and condition of this asset.  This should include: 

 

 Size in hectares 

 Location, particularly in relation to roads and other infrastructure 

 Natural environmental conditions (e.g. hillsides which may act as botanical seed banks, 

underground water) 

 Grazing capacity 

 Infrastructure. 
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After such an asset evaluation, a municipality would now be in a good position to suggest 

different uses for the commonage, and this, in turn, would enable it to make realistic policy 

choices about the use of the land.  In this way, fact informs function.   

 

In turn, function determines form.  Consequently, we now turn to the issue of contractual 

arrangements and institutional structures. 

 

4.4 Contractual arrangements and institutions 

 

Appropriate contractual arrangements concern the tenure of the users. Tenure concerns the terms 

and conditions subject to which land is used and held.  

 

The terms and conditions to use and hold land cover a range of additional issues that co-

determine the nature and content of the land use right in question, including:  

 

 the rules concerning the application for an opportunity to use the land:  What are the entry 

criteria, and is the project designed to provide an additional livelihood, or is it to boost 

emergent farmers, or does it try to straddle both?.  

    the extent of use and the content and nature of the use right – which concerns the extent to 

which the user may transact his right pursuant to a sale, a donation, a swop, a bequest, a 

lease sell or as surety (e.g. will users be able to get a bank loan, or bequeath the land to 

their heirs?) 

 

 obligations to maintain infrastructure (see standard clause in contracts of lease concerning 

the obligations of the owner, and “normal wear and tear” provisions).  It is standard 

commercial practice for lease agreements to place the burden on the user to maintain, but 

replacement as a result of fair wear and tear is for the account of the landlord. 

 

    environmental concerns (see standard clause in contracts of lease concerning 

determinations in terms of the Conservation of Agricultural Resources Protection Act No 

43 of 1983, in relation to veld management and carrying capacity; 

 
    the basis for sharing in benefits / profits (what is the production model – partnership, 

trading trust, company – who does the work and how is the profit distributed?); and  

 

 arrangements concerning marketing and other cooperative endeavours (sharing 

implements, buying fertilizer. etc).  

 

Two important arguments need to be noted: 

 

1. The appropriateness of the contracts of lease or grazing agreement and/or regulations is but 

one part of a bigger set of institutional arrangements that is required for a functional 

commonage system, for example, whether to provide livelihoods and or to support emergent 
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farmers.  Such institutional arrangements include relationships between users and the 

municipality, as well as relationships between them and NGOs, government departments, 

and service providers.  There are, in fact, two sets of institutional relationships which are of 

cardinal importance: 

 

(1) Intra-group relationships:  The terms and conditions between users and the 

collectivity (the group), and 

(2) The terms and conditions between the group as a legal entity and the land owner. 

 

 

2. The potential of the land (its carrying capacity and/or the extent of water rights and the costs) 

is as key a factors for the determination of appropriate land tenure arrangements / terms and 

conditions to use and hold the land as the costs and quality / state of infrastructure is and, for 

instance other factors such as the situation of the land, the pressure on the land from 

invasions.  Such information should already be available, as part of the municipality’s normal 

process of maintaining asset registers. 

   

No land should be transferred to a municipality for commonage purposes until allocation criteria 

and legal arrangements are in place. The following arrangements should be put in place first:11 

 A municipal policy on the allocation of land to beneficiaries (e.g. a pro-poor policy, or a 

LED-promotion policy) 

 a process for user identification and selection 

 suitable arrangements for land rights administration, whether involving a type of contract 

or promulgation of regulations to be concluded per user and per head of stock 

 the inclusion in commonage regulations of clear rights and conditions 

 user fee structures which will ensure that management takes place on a financially 

sustainable basis, while ensuring poor residents are able to maintain access to the land 

 administrative support measures to ensure that effective action is taken against rule 

breakers, for example for non-payment or over-stocking 

 systems of management support and maintenance of the commonage, through a structure 

suited to the requirements of each project, ranging from an informal advisory committee 

through to a formally-constituted municipal entity. 

 

In this section, some proposals will be made on how these arrangements can be given 

institutional and legal form. 

 

It should be noted that DLA’s existing commonage manual (Version 7) addresses some of these 

topics.  However, there are occasions where the guidelines contained in the manual are not 

adequate to secure effective legal and institutional relationships.  There are five shortcomings in 

the manual: 

 

1. It does not spell out different legal options 

                                                 
11  Megan Anderson and Kobus Pienaar, Municipal Commonage, PLAAS/UWC Research Report, August 

2003, p. 28. 
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2. It does not refer to the possibility of commonage management by means of 

regulations (i.e. it focuses exclusively on lease arrangements) 

3. It does not refer to the inclusion of commonage management in local Integrated 

Development Plans (IDPs) 

4. It assumes that a Commonage Management Committee (CMC) must be established in 

all cases. 

5. It then assumes that the CMC can and should be appointed as the legal entity to 

manage the land. 

 

This report makes some suggestions for improvement of the manual. 

 

4.4.1 Designing a suitable contract 

 

The first step is to determine basic factual aspects of the land: 

 The size of the land to be used 

 The location of the land (particularly its distance from residential areas, as this has a 

major impact on the logistics of management) 

 The price per hectare 

 The carrying capacity or agricultural potential 

 The number of farmers already using the land, how much livestock is already on the 

land, and what kind of cropping is already being done 

 The period (if it is a lease) or the number of stock, price per head and duration (if it is 

a grazing agreement)  

 The stipulations of what the users may and may not do on the land (i.e. the land uses). 

 

 

The choice of legal instruments is also influenced by the characteristics of the land.  For 

example, an irrigated field with expensive equipment may require a different kind of lease from 

a grazing field with minimal technology.  Land located close to town may require different legal 

provisions than land located further away. 

 

One may need to establish whether the infrastructure is sufficient and appropriate to the 

proposed uses that the land is to be put.  One would need to know the cost to maintain it – 

(whether insufficient or sufficient) and to translate the costs per hectare (if the land is being 

leased) or per stock unit (to the amount a user keeps), if the land is made available per head of 

stock.  If the infrastructure is insufficient, one needs to know what the costs may be to provide 

adequate infrastructure will amount to (and this links to recommendations to DLA – make 

your grant available also to new commonages – not just to old ones. We need to know whether 

the cost to maintain (if the municipality does it) is one of the determining factors of the rental 

per hectare or cost per head.  

 

Such factor will show whether the institutional and legal arrangements are appropriate or not – 

and these facts must be used by the municipality to design its leasing system, as well as by DLA 

in assessing the suitability of grant applications.  
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The choice of legal instrument is also determined by the types of beneficiaries and land uses 

which the municipality want to promote.  What is appropriate for more well off aspirant 

commercial farmers is not necessarily appropriate for very poor users – and arrangements to 

suit very poor users may stunt the development of the more well to do. For example, the leasing 

per camp is not good in group situations, but is good for keeping a tight reign on an individual 

tenant to maintain the infrastructure in a lease agreement, so that the rental can be off-set against 

maintenance (fair wear and tear included) if your tenant is responsible and will not degrade the 

land. 

 

With these caveats in mind, it is possible to suggest some alternative legal options: 

 

1. Leasing  the land on a private and commercial basis (see Text Box 1) 

2. Leasing the land on a private basis (i.e. to a private individual or group), for a 

specified rental, but on a subsidised basis 

3. Making the land available for a fee per unit of livestock. 
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There are at least three legal options.  Two of these options involve the lease of land: 

 

1. Option 1:  It can be leased to a legal entity, which represents the users.  This entity 

would be responsible for the payment of the rentals.  (According to the argument in 

Text Box 1 above, this system cannot be regarded as “commonage proper”.  

However, in certain circumstances, it may be the most desirable legal option. 

 

2. Option 2:  The land can be leased to the users where each person is individually and 

collectively responsible for the payment of the rental.  If one person does not pay, 

then the other users have to make up the shortfall.  This is the most common system 

at present.  It has significant dangers, because if one person does not pay, the whole 

arrangement may collapse, because users may resist being held responsible for the 

fees owed by “free riders”.   

 

 

Another system is Option 3:  If the land is made available per head of livestock, then there are 

significant advantages.  If there is non-payment by one or a few people, then steps can be taken 

against them directly, and it would not endanger the relationship with the other users.  However, 

Text Box 2:  Discussion point: Definition of  “commonage” 
 

It has been argued the leasing of commonage land on a private and commercial basis does 

not quality as “commonage proper”, because it is a market relationship and does not serve 

the public interest (of, say, land reform).  This raises an underlying definitional issue:  

Does “commonage” refer simply to the fact of ownership of agricultural land by 

municipalities, or does “commonage” refer to a specific use of the land, i.e. for public 

interest purposes? 

 

This issue is complex.  For example: 

 Leasing the land on a private and commercial basis may raise revenue which may 

be used for other public interest purposes (such as subsidizing orphanages) 

 Making the land available on a subsidized basis (presumably to the poor) promotes 

those people’s private interest.  In other words, does the sum of (some) people’s 

private interest add up to the public interest? 

 If subsidized commonage use detracts from other municipal activities (e.g. other 

revenues have to be made available for the subsidy), can it still be regarded as 

being in the public interest? 

 If a commercial lease is signed by (a group of) previously disadvantaged residents, 

will it not count as “land reform”? 

 If commonage is used as part of a “stepping stone” strategy to more large-scale and 

private land reform, and is therefore leased to a private entity of emergent farmers, 

would it not count as “land reform”?  

 

This debate should be addressed with public forums, e.g. DLA, DoA and SALGA.  This 

will help to “unpack” our hidden assumptions about the nature and use of commonage, 

and will help to clarify policy.  It should be noted that similar debates have taken place in 

other sectors (e.g. the provision of  “free basic services” to indigent residents, as part of a 

broader “public interest” approach to service delivery. 
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it would mean a greater administrative burden for the municipality, because payment and credit 

control would have to be monitored for each person separately.  Furthermore, the municipality 

would have to monitor whether the users keep to their limited number of livestock and to the 

other regulations. 

 

In such a case the land is managed by means of municipal grazing regulations or by-laws.  Such 

by-laws or regulations can be changed as and when conditions require this, and it is therefore a 

more flexible legal instrument.  The municipality should keep an up-to-date grazing register of 

the users and their stock.  The municipality would be able to make regulations such as: 

 

 Number of livestock per person 

 Amount payable per head of livestock 

 Setting aside camps to lie fallow 

 Animal health regulations (dipping, dosing) 

 Environmental regulations (e.g. weed removal) 

 Safety and security regulations (measures against theft, e.g. branding) 

 Disaster management (measures against fire). 

 

A potential Option 4 has been suggested (although not yet implemented).  This is the creation of 

a “municipal entity”, in terms of Section 82 of the Municipal Systems Act (Act 32 of 2000).  The 

Act provides for the provision of services by agreement with an external entity, which could be a 

“municipal entity”, another municipality, an organ of state, a community-based organisation, an 

NGO, or any other institution.  This amounts to a type of out-sourcing.  It has been used 

extensively in the water sector, with agreements made with Water Services Providers.   Such 

entities are not policy-making bodies, but have some limited discretion (determined by the 

municipality) for implementing the service.  The municipality would set performance standards, 

and would monitor performance. 

 

There are various measures to take before a municipality decides to outsource a service to an 

external entity.  For example, the municipality must take into account the impact on the 

employees of the municipality, and the direct and indirect costs of such a delivery system. 

 

A “municipal entity” is a company, co-operative, trust, or fund, operating under the ownership of 

the municipality.  Such an entity could be specially created for the purpose, or it may be a pre-

existing organisation, which perform as its main business the intended municipal function.  Such 

an entity would be a separate juristic person from the municipality, and the relationship between 

them would b a business relationship. 

 

It has been suggested that such a municipality may be appropriate for the management of 

commonage.   
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4.4.2 The role of Commonage Management Committees (CMCs) 

 

DLA commonage regulations currently require the establishment of CMCs.  This is indeed 

necessary in situations where the municipality plays the primary role of land owner and 

administrator of the land, usually in cases where the land is made available to the poor, on a 

subsidised basis, and as part of a land reform strategy.  However, in cases where the land is 

leased to a private entity (such as a CPA, a closed corporation, or a Trust), the creation of a CMC 

may not be appropriate.  A CMC is only appropriate in situations of participatory management 

by a group of users.  Unlike the case with a CPA, a CC or a Trust, the users who are part of may 

be a shifting number of people, i.e. they may be able to join or leave the CMC fairly freely. 

 

4.4.3  Enforcing rights and obligations (including credit control) 

 

Once the formal institutional and legal rights structure has been designed, the next issue is the 

actual enforcement of rights and obligations, both by the lessor (the municipality) and by the 

group (vis-à-vis its own members). 

 

Concerning the collection of rental per hectare or grazing fees (if paid per head) the 

arrangements need to be such that non-payment of one stock owner may not place the entire 

group at risk.  

Strong rights to commonage depends on the arrangements that are in place to collect fees and act 

against users or lessees who do not pay. For the purposes of assessing the appropriateness of the 

arrangements we need to know what happens if obligations are not fulfilled and whether action is 

ever taken. 

 

In a group situation (co-lessees), enforceable rules to ensure maintenance needs to be in place. 

 

Text Box 3:  Discussion point:  What role can a municipal entity serve with regards to 

commonage management? 

 

Arguably, it would be inappropriate to structure a group of beneficiaries as a municipal entity.  

This would be tantamount to irresponsible favouritism on the part of the municipality.   

 

The main purpose of a municipal entity is to provide services  and not to enjoy or benefit from 

facilities.   

 

A municipal entity could, however, be a useful device under Option 3 suggested above.  The 

administration of grazing agreements may be an onerous activity, and may be best outsourced to 

a separate service provider (just as the maintenance of water and sanitation in remote 

communities has been outsourced to Water Services Providers).  Such an entity would not 

consist of the beneficiaries themselves;  rather, it would be a professional service provider. 

 

Such an entity would collect fees, monitor grazing practices, monitor and repair infrastructure, 

deal with conflicts, and submit reports  to the municipality. 
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4.4.4   Social organisation of beneficiaries 

 

In many cases, beneficiaries are currently organised informally – typically, a farmer’s  

committee, often (but not invariably) with a basic constitution.  Internal dynamics may range 

from thoroughly consultative to fairly fragmented. 

 

A great deal of community-level capacity-building needs to be done: 

 

1. Deciding on a group-based or individual lease arrangement:  This is the most significant 

decision to be taken.  Group or individual leases have very different consequences and 

incentive structures.  Typically, individual leases are easier to administer by the 

municipality, because the rights and responsibilities of the lessee are undiluted. 

 

2. Choosing the most suitable type of social organisation, e.g. a Trust, a closed corporation, 

or simply a committee representing individual users or collectively organised sub-groups.  

It is important that the consultants or departments advising the users (often the agricultural 

extension officers) have a thorough understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of 

different forms of organisation. 

 

3. Drafting appropriate constitutions:  Constitutions need to be clear and user-friendly.  

Guidance should be provided to users, possibly by a municipal community development 

worker (CDW). 

 

4. Assisting office-bearers to understand their roles and functions, and providing 

organisational skills training :  Many user committees have only the most rudimentary 

experience and skills.  In addition to specific skills training, mentoring needs to be done.  

Organisational practices such as adequate notice for meetings, keeping minutes, reporting 

to the membership on committee decisions, need to be learnt.  Ideally, a municipal 

community development worker (CDW) should be available for this task.  Funding for 

training should be accessed from the Department of Labour. Where necessary, municipal 

facilities (such as meeting halls) could be made available. 

 

5. Bookkeeping skills:  Basic bookkeeping and recordkeeping skills are essential.  This may 

be individual or group bookkeeping, depending on the type of organisational structure.  

Training for this should be secured via the Department of Labour.  If not, organisations 

should employ a bookkeeper.  Committees need to understand what the functions of a 

bookkeeper are, and how reporting systems should function.  The CDW should provide 

assistance in this regard. 

What should DLA do? 

 

DLA should provide updated guidelines and examples of contracts and regulations through which 

rights to commonage may be regulated. Such mechanisms should outline rules of access, policy on 

fees, land management and mechanisms for dealing with cases of non-compliance. 
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6. Promoting monitoring skills within the organisation:  An effective data-collection system, 

even using very basic and simple recording methods, is an important mechanism for 

ensuring accountability of the users to the committee, and reporting of the committee to the 

users.  DLA can assist with devising simple monitoring systems.  User organisations also 

need to provide regular reports to the municipal Council. 

 

7. Conflict resolution:  Collective management systems may well encounter conflict over 

specific issues.  Committee members should receive basic training in mediation and 

conflict resolution skills.  A municipal CDW would be well placed to provide mediation, 

when necessary. 

 

4.5 Planning 

 

In many cases, commonage projects have thus far been planned on a project-level basis only, and 

not as part of a municipality’s broader spatial, economic, social and infrastructure plans.  This 

means that the developmental potential of commonage land has nowhere near been achieved. 

 

In this section, several proposals for more effective commonage planning are suggested: 

 

1. Commonage plans and IDPs:  The overarching plan is the Integrated Development Plan.  

A commonage plan should be included in the IDP as a chapter. 

 

2. Land use plans  should be compiled for the actual commonage land itself, including 

grazing land (such as rotational camps and fallow land), irrigation land, woodlots, 

biodiversity sites (such as wetlands), and recreational areas. 

 

2. Updating and revisions:  All plans need to be updated every five years.  Data collection 

and evaluation should take place on a continual basis.   

 

3. Advance planning for land acquisition:  Applications for subsidies to purchase more 

commonage land should be done on the basis of longer-term projections of economic and 

environmental factors.  It should be included in the IDP.     

 

In the process of planning a commonage project, a number of key issues need to be clarified first.  

This should, preferably take place in conjunction with the beneficiaries themselves, as a 

participatory process.  However, there are also limits to participation, in at least two situations: 

 

 Beneficiary participation assumes that the group has already been selected.  In fact, a 

municipality (especially at Council level) may need to take a prior decision on which 

type of beneficiary to involve, e.g. the indigents, the poor, aspirant farmers, ex-farm 

workers.  Of course, Councils often simply respond to self-defined beneficiary groups, 

but that may run counter to municipal policies. 

 Secondly, there may be too many potential beneficiaries to accommodate in a group, 

particularly where the available land is too restricted.  This may cause conflict (who is 
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in and who is left out?)  In such cases, the Council may need to take a decision on how 

to delimit the group to a manageable number. 

 

Both of these decisions may be difficult and politically fraught.  Nevertheless, Councils should 

be encouraged (e.g. by DLA) to be clear about their normative principles and policies, even 

when difficult decisions have to be taken. 

 

There are some useful steps to take in planning a commonage project: 

 

1. What is the agricultural and other economic potential of the land (e.g. grazing, gardening, 

irrigation – give hectares of each) 

2. Is there water, and on what terms can this be obtained?  If there is no water, what 

infrastructure (boreholes, pipes, pumps) would be needed to secure water?  What 

would this imply in terms of running costs? 

3. Do people currently live on the land?  Do they have ESTA-type rights? 

4. Who is using the land at present?  Doing what?  What rights do they have? 

5. What improvements (infrastructure) is there on the land?  What is the condition of the 

infrastructure?  Will it need to be repaired, renovated, updated or supplemented? 

6. What plans do the intended users have for the improvement and maintenance of 

infrastructure? 

7. How do the beneficiaries intend to use the land?  What kind of harvest?  What level of 

returns are expected?  What level or type of infrastructure would be required?   What 

operating capital would be required?  Who will market or sell the harvest? 

8. How many people are part of the user group?  How will membership be determined? 

9. Where do the live in relation to the commonage land?  How do they plan to organise 

transport, to visit the land and to take the harvest to market? 

10. Do the beneficiaries have any previous experience of the land in question?  Did they live 

on it, or use it for production? 

11. Who will have decision-making powers – the community as a whole, or only the users? 

12. Are there plans to secure additional land in future? 

13. Are there any potential support institutions? 

14. How will the enterprise be run – as a partnership, or a joint venture, or will it be divided 

into individual camps? 

15. Will each person farm for his/her own benefit, or will returns be pooled? 

16. Who will actually work the land?  Will there be non-working members of the group (e.g. 

sleeping partners)?  Will agricultural workers be employed?  At what salaries? 

17. How was the group selected? 

18. Will people with different levels of financial means be treated similarly, or will there be 

differential rights and obligations?  Will some people provide capital and other 

people provide labour? 

19. What farming experience do they have? 

20. Will the land be leased, and if so, at what amount? 

21. Who will be responsible for payments?  How will non-payment be dealt with?  What 

sanctions will be applied? 

22. Will the group or the individuals take out insurance? 

23. How will taxation be managed? 
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4.6 Financial system 

 

Commonage land has to be managed on a financially sustainable basis.  This has several possible 

implications for revenue and expenditure.   

 

The main source of revenue is user fees or lease fees.  There are several options for setting the 

level of fees: 

 

1. Cross-subsidation:  The commonage does not generate sufficient revenue to cover 

operating costs (i.e. fees are set at a low level).  This would be the case if municipalities 

decided to use commonage land for people’s household food security or survival needs.  

The system would be sustainable if a constant stream of revenue can be cross-subsidised 

from another source within the municipality (e.g. municipal rates).  Such a system would 

have to be very carefully controlled, to prevent the accumulation of losses which are 

greater than the subsidisation stream can bear. 

 

The decision to subsidise a specific commonage project should be taken carefully.  It may make 

sense if the municipality would like to promote a new type of land use (e.g. bee-keeping or 

olive farming), or a specific category of beneficiary (e.g. households caring for orphans).   

 

2. Break-even and Cost recovery:  Fees can be set at a level which covers operations and 

maintenance (O&M) costs.  This requires that O&M is costed properly, according to 

reasonable wear and tear. 

 

3. Surplus generation:  Commonage can be used to generate a financial surplus, which can be 

used for two possible things:  (1)  Expanding or improving the capital infrastructure on the 

commonage, or (2) cross-subsidising other municipal functions. 

 

These options are all legitimate for a municipality to pursue, as long as there is some focus on 

land use access by the poor.  There is a strong analogy with DWAF’s block tariffs, 

whereby the lowest rates are explicitly cross-subsidised, middle-level tariffs are set at cost-

recovery or break-even point, and top tariffs are set at a level to generate a surplus.  

Ideally, this surplus should cross-subsidise the lowest block tariffs. 

What should DLA do? 

 

DLA should provide planning grants, not only for specific projects, but also to integrate 

commonage with other local developmental initiatives. 

 

While it would be necessary to employ consultants in many cases, it is important that 

municipalities build up their own in-house planning skills.  Municipalities should be assisted and 

encouraged to create such posts, and to identify required skills for the selection of incumbents.  

A land use planner and manager post could be funded by revenue generated by the lease of some 

parts of the commonage at near-commercial rates. 
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4. Payment for utilities:  A municipality can choose whether it will foot the bill for water and 

electricity charges.  If so, the use of these services would need to be closely monitored, to 

prevent abuse.  A more typical approach is that utilities would be metered, and that the 

commonage users would be responsible (either singly or collectively) for services. 

 

The criterion of “indigency” can also be used to determine a particularly needy category of 

beneficiaries.  Indigents (usually earning below R1200/household/month) are already required to 

register with municipalities, to secure basic water and electricity.  However, it should be noted 

that the indigent system is very open to abuse: 

 Indigent people who subsequently get a job, frequently do not inform the municipality of 

their new economic status.  Consequently, municipalities have to regularly “clean up” their 

indigent lists. 

 Many people do not declare informal sources of income. Municipalities who would like 

to provide preferential fees for needy individuals or households should have a regular 

system of investigation and verification of people’s financial status. 

 

The fee structure can also send an important message (incentives) to users.  For example, a 

declining fee scale, whereby the larger the number of livestock, the less the charge per head, 

creates an incentive to accumulate stock.  Conversely, the municipality can discourage stock 

accumulation by a rising tariff scale.    

 

Finally, non-payment needs to be dealt with promptly, according to a predetermined process.  

This may require two or three warnings or reminders, after which the users have to leave the 

commonage (their livestock would be impounded). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.7 Infrastructure maintenance 

 

Effective infrastructure maintenance is an absolute necessity.  Without a proper O&M system, 

infrastructure will deteriorate, and the value of the asset will decrease.  Furthermore, fewer 

people would be able to make use of the land in future, or people would get less benefit from the 

use of the land. 

 

What should DLA do? 

 

 Assist municipalities with proper costings of infrastructure O&M.  (Poor costings are 

often the main reason for inappropriate and unrealistic fee structures).  This should be 

included in the Commonage Management Plan. 

 Assist municipalities to devise an appropriate mix of subsidized, break-even and 

revenue-generating fee structures.  This should be along the same lines as DWAF’s 

“block tariff” systems. 

 Assist municipalities to devise effective credit control strategies. 
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There are a few important principles: 

 

1. The need for an asset register:  Municipalities need accurate and updated asset registers, 

indicating the purchase price and replacement price of infrastructure.  In many 

municipalities, this is a problem, because information was never written down properly, or 

has been lost.  Municipalities need to invest time and effort to investigate the type and 

condition of existing infrastructure. 

 

2. Keeping manuals:  Operating manuals (e.g. for water pumps) and engineering “as-built” 

plans have to be kept at the municipality.  If they are in the possession of engineering 

consultants, then copies have to be made. 

 

3. Monitoring:  A proper log of breakages and repairs has to be kept for all infrastructure.  A 

reporting system has to be kept, whereby lessees regularly report to the municipality about 

breakages and repairs.  

 

4. Preventive maintenance plans (PMPs):  Municipalities should ensure that infrastructure is 

regularly serviced.  This causes large savings on repairs.  Breakages are not only expensive 

to repair, but may well cause economic havoc while the infrastructure is out of 

commission.  Crops and livestock may be lost. 

 

5. O&M costing and budgeting:  O&M costs should be calculated to include depreciation (i.e. 

build up revenue for capital replacement of water pumps, pipes and other infrastructure).  

This should ensure sufficient resources for O&M in the municipality’s budget line-item.   

 

Where beneficiaries are required to undertake minor repairs, there are two possible systems:  (1)  

the users organisations need to build up their own O&M fund, by means of special levies 

on the users, or (2) all repairs and spare parts are payable by the municipality, on 

presentation of invoices. 

 

6. Ring-fencing:  Ideally, all fees derived from the commonage should be paid into a separate 

municipal budget vote.  This enables an assessment of whether the commonage is 

operating at a financially sustainable level.  Furthermore, it is generally desirable that 

O&M is funded from the commonage budget vote, and not from the general account. 

 

7. Responsibilities for maintenance and repairs:  Responsibilities have to be clearly 

stipulated in lease contracts, as well as in user groups’ constitutions.  There have to be 

penalties for non-performance.  Monitoring systems should be designed to identify “free-

riders”.   

 

8. Regular municipal inspections:  Even well-functioning infrastructure maintenance systems 

have to be reinforced by regular inspections.  Information provided by lessees, via the 

monitoring system, has to be verified, for example, by means of spot-checks. 

 

9. Municipal commonage manager:  Currently, commonage is often managed by the 

engineering or infrastructure department.  Where appropriate (i.e. where commonages are 
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large or have complex and sophisticated land uses), a dedicated commonage manager 

should be appointed. 

 

10. Technical skills for O&M:  Where beneficiaries are required, in terms of the contract, to 

undertake basic repairs, they should receive training.  This should be funded by the 

Department of Labour. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.8 New infrastructure and implements 

 

Many beneficiaries are hampered when setting up operations, by the lack of appropriate 

infrastructure and implements.  Because most beneficiaries lack capital reserves (and in fact, 

their indigency may well be the reason why they are given access to the commonage), this 

creates a major dilemma.  Creative ways need to be found to finance such investments. 

 

1. Infrastructure:  In many cases, infrastructure on the commonage is adequate at the time 

of purchase.  However, there are cases where new types of land uses are contemplated by the 

municipality, and this may require new types of infrastructure.  Also, some of the infrastructure 

may not be in good condition, or may be antiquated.  Consequently, there is a real need for the 

infrastructure grant to be available to municipalities. 

 

The Department of Agriculture, or suitable agricultural experts, should be involved in the 

selection and costing of infrastructure. 

 

2. Implements:  Beneficiaries can be encouraged or assisted to take out loans at the Land 

Bank.  Small step-up loans are provided.  However, for many rural towns, the Land Bank is a 

distant and inaccessible institution.  Municipalities have to be proactive in getting the Land Bank 

on board. 

 

A further problem is that many beneficiaries are at such a low level of economic activity that 

even a Land Bank loan may be too onerous.  In such cases, implement-sharing schemes should 

be considered, particularly with neighbouring commercial farmers.  A further option is for 

certain equipment to be acquired by the municipality, to be let to commonage users. 

 

What should DLA do? 

 Insist that municipalities have a Commonage Management Plan, which includes a Preventive 

Maintenance Plan (PMP), when applying for commonage. 

 Provide funding for drafting of CMPs (along the same lines as DWAF funds the drafting of Water 

Services Plans, and DPLG funds the drafting of IDPs).   

 Create a roster of consultants to assist municipalities with the drafting of CMPs and PMPs.  Such 

consultants should include:  Social scientists, organizational development specialists, 

agriculturalists, legal specialists, engineers, environmentalists, and economists. 

 Create a website for the posting of commonage management plans, to encourage horizontal sharing 

of insights and innovations.  This should be along the same lines as DPLG’s website (the IDP 

Nerve Centre). 
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4.9  Economic development  

 

The overriding purpose of commonage use is economic development, both for the beneficiaries, 

and for the town as a whole.  (There are other purposes, such as keeping animals for social 

functions, but they are usually secondary). 

 

Until now, DLA has not played an active role in promoting economic development, because it 

has been regarded as a “post-transfer” issue.  Nevertheless, it is important that economic 

sustainability and profitability be included as fully as possible during project planning.  This 

should be accompanied by great realism regarding the economic prospects of commonage 

projects. 

 

It is important for municipalities to differentiate between different economic classes of users, viz. 

“survivalists”,  “micro-farmers” and “emergent farmers”.  A great deal of discussion is necessary 

to define these terms, but some indications are: 

 

 Households with no alternative source of income (other than pensions and grants) 

would be in the survivalist category 

 Micro-farmers are typically part-time farmers (they have other livelihoods), and want 

to keep only a certain number of stock (they do not want to accumulate) 

 Emergent farmers show signs of capital accumulation (they have bank accounts, they 

would like to access loans, they would like to farm on a larger scale, and very often, 

they would like to farm individually). 

 

What is often striking is how little real profit is made by beneficiaries.  With great stoicism, 

beneficiaries plod on with production, hoping that they will be able to increase their returns in 

future.  In many cases, it is almost impossible to make a real profit, simply because their share of 

the commonage land is too small.  Many beneficiaries live in hope of securing additional 

commonage land, or of eventually getting their own smallholding. 

 

There are numerous ways in which municipalities can promote the profitability of commonage 

farmers.  In fact, such measures will often benefit the entire local community: 

 

1. Create facilities for storage and sales:  This includes road-side or pavement stalls, where 

produce can be kept safely. 

 

What should DLA do? 

 

 The commonage infrastructure grant should be actively marketed amongst 

municipalities, when they apply for the purchase of commonage land 

 It is possible that the commonage infrastructure grant should be consolidated with 

the Municipal Infrastructure Grant, administered by DPLG. 
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2. Create peri-urban smallholdings as part of an exit strategy for commonage users. 

 

3. Encourage multiple livelihoods:  In general, survivalists tend to rely on multiple 

livelihoods (of which commonage production will be only one).  Commonage should be 

situated near other livelihoods opportunities, e.g. markets and light industrial areas. 

 

4. Encourage joint ventures with commercial farmers.  In particular, encourage farmers to 

help commonage users with calculating their real expenses and real returns, as well as re-

investment strategies. 

 

5. Promote the involvement of local co-operatives, particularly regarding the low-cost 

provision of inputs, as well as technical advice.  Municipalities should actively promote the 

integration or co-operation of commercial farmers’ unions and commonage user groups. 

 

6. Encourage and assist commonage users to apply for LRAD grants, by making information 

available, providing contact numbers, and collecting information on possible land on the 

market. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.10  Environmental management 

 

On many commonages, the land is overgrazed.  This is primarily due to weak institutions, which 

cannot control “free riders”.  Consequently, certain beneficiaries exploit the natural resource 

excessively, without paying heed to regulations (such as limits on stock holding, chopping down 

trees, breaking fences or gates, failing to fertilize or rest irrigation land).  This is the classical 

“tragedy of the commons” problem. 

 

A large part of this problem will be solved if institutions are designed appropriately, and their 

enforcement mechanisms are strengthened.  The proposals in Section 4 above are key to 

achieving this. 

 

In addition to institutional strengthening, specific environmental measures should also be taken. 

 

1. Careful land use planning:  Kraals, troughs and dips lead to trampling and environmental 

damage.  Camps should be planned with natural features in mind.  Inputs by environmental 

specialists (either a consultant, or from DoA) are critically important at the planning stage.  

What should DLA do? 

 

 Issues of livelihoods and profitability of enterprises should be closely scrutinized 

when applications for commonage land are submitted. 

 DLA should proactively encourage LRAD applications by commonage users, by 

identifying possible land purchases in the area. 

 LRAD grants should be made available for peri-urban smallholdings, as part of a 

stepping-stone strategy. 
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Land use planning should be accompanied by a rotational grazing system, and by resting of 

cropland. 

 

2. Pounding:  Stray animals should be pounded.  This is often difficult, for political reasons 

(pounding is typically unpopular, and creates difficulties when the animals belong to 

important or powerful local residents).  DoA should assist municipalities to create pounds 

and write pounding regulations into the by-laws. 

 

3. Environmental training should be provided to beneficiaries.  DoA extension officers 

should present regular discussion groups on topics of interest, and in particular, production 

methods which do not damage the environment.  Water resource management and veld 

management should be key topics.  Municipalities should be proactive in getting LandCare 

officials involved, and providing counterfinance for their activities.  This should be funded 

from the dedicated commonage account. 

 

4. Local knowledge:  Local environmental knowledge must not be underestimated.  A 

municipal CBW would be well placed to assess commonage users’ knowledge of the veld.  

This can be done with the support and participation of DoA extension officers.  It is always 

more effective to build on an existing knowledge base, than to assume that people have no 

knowledge and then to insult them by telling them what they already know. 

 

5. Incentives:  It is possible that the municipality can provide incentives (e.g. discounts in 

rentals) for effective and sustainable natural resource use.  This is already contemplated in 

the Sustainable Use of Agricultural Resources Bill, published in July 2004.  It is important 

to create a culture of caring for the environment, to counteract the culture of free-riding.  

At the same time, gross environmental abuse should cause contracts to be cancelled 

forthwith, and in really serious cases, legal proceedings against the tenants. 

 

6. Environmental monitoring:  Users need to regularly monitor the condition of the 

environment.  Such monitoring sheets should be handed to the municipality, and verified 

periodically by DoA officials.  Typical aspects for monitoring should be underground 

water levels, extent of “climax” grasses, and the presence of invader plants. 

 

7. Municipal capacity:  Municipalities should be encouraged to join Local Agenda 21 

programmes, and to appoint an LA21 manager.  Such an official would take a strong and 

proactive interest in the environmental management of the commonage. If municipalities 

do not have the resources to create such a post, then CBWs should be encouraged to liaise 

with DoA (particularly Landcare) and commonage users.  They would identify 

environmental problems, and help to monitor the use of commonage.  They should also 

help to identify and enforce solutions for environmental problems on the commonage. 
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4.11 Training and support 

 

Municipalities are very strategic institutions.  Not only are they the owners of commonage land, 

but they also fit into an intergovernmental relations structure, and as such have preferential 

access to provincial and national departments.  Furthermore, through the IDP process, 

municipalities are responsible for identifying broad development imperatives and strategies, as 

well as possible partners.   

 

At present, the provision of support to commonage users is woefully inadequate, patchy, ad hoc, 

short-term and unco-ordinated. 

 

In many cases, overburdened DoA extension officers are the only technical life-line for 

commonage farmers – many of whom have never farmed before.  In many cases, desperate and 

despondent beneficiaries look to municipalities for technical support – which municipalities are 

totally unable to provide.   

 

In some localities, there are commonage support committees, consisting of several stakeholders.  

The creation of such committees should be encouraged in all municipalities.  However, their role 

should be clarified.  They should be primarily networking and co-ordinating bodies.  Actual day-

to-day support and mentoring should be co-ordinated by a municipal commonage manager, or a 

CDW. 

 

A notable innovation is the creation of “Agrilog” in the Free State (the Agricultural Local 

Government Initiative).  This should be investigated more closely, its strengths replicated in 

other provinces, and its weaknesses addressed by DoA and DLA (where appropriate). 

 

The first step for municipalities is to clarify their relationships with commonage users.  What 

technical support can that municipality provide?  This will depend on its own in-house resources 

(particularly in the engineering department).  What role should the municipality play as regards 

O&M?  What role will the municipality play in securing linkages between users and other 

institutions?  What communication channels should beneficiaries use to deal with the 

municipality (front-line municipal staff, engineering staff, municipal CEO, ward councillors, 

What should DLA do? 

 

 Environmental standards should be written into the notarial deeds 

 DLA should conduct ongoing monitoring of municipalities’ and users’ compliance 

with environmental regulations. 

 Municipalities should be notified that any instance of environmental degradation, if 

not addressed, will result in no future commonage land being provided to that 

municipality (or until matters are remedied).  Beneficiaries should know about this 

provision.  This will assist municipalities to gather sufficient political will to 

enforce environmental regulations. 
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ward committees etc).  The roles and obligations of all these units or officials should be clearly 

spelled out in the lease agreement. 

 

Municipalities should be encouraged to employ a commonage manager (or, if this is 

unaffordable, a CDW).  These staff should proactively create partnerships with support agencies.  

The following agencies are of key importance: 

 

 DoA extension officers 

 DoA Landcare officials 

 Land Bank 

 Agricultural colleges 

 Department of Labour (for training grants) 

 Private training agencies 

 Commercial farmers, as part of a proper mentoring programme (which should be 

created by an “Agrilog” institution, in co-operation with organised commercial 

agriculture) 

 

 

It is important that formal training courses should be offered regularly (i.e. not a “once-off”), so 

that commonage users (and in particularly, new entrants on the commonage) receive regular 

updates, and positive messages are reinforced.  

 

Furthermore, day-to-day mentoring should supplement formal training.  South Africa is fortunate 

to have a very dynamic and resilient class of commercial farmers, many of whom have indicated 

their willingness to support emergent farmers.  Such relationships should be proactively 

established by the municipality.   

 

Municipalities should actively encourage NGOs to work with commonage users, on an ongoing 

basis.   

 

Commercial farmers and NGOs should be paid for their training and mentoring activities.  Such 

funding can be drawn from the municipality’s commonage budget line item.  If this is 

insufficient, provincial DoA offices should be encouraged to budget for such activities.  If this is 

also impossible, then donor funding should be sought.   

 

In the case study interviews, beneficiaries identified the following topics for training and 

mentoring: 

 

 Soil sampling and soil protection 

 Bookkeeping and financial management 

 Natural resources management  

 Marketing 

 Farming practices and innovations 

 Stock management 

 Stock diseases. 

 Environmental health 
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 Crops 

 Risk management (e.g. droughts, fire) 

 Alternative technologies. 

 

What should DLA do? 

 

 Ensure that training and mentoring strategies are written into commonage 

business plans, when applications are made for funding for new commonage. 

 Include training and mentoring in monitoring and evaluation of commonage 

programmes. 
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Chapter 5:  Proposals for fine-tuning DLA’s grant system and 
disbursement process 
 

 

The fact that so much commonage land has been funded and transferred, indicates that DLA’s 

grant system is broadly functional and effective.  In this chapter, suggestions are made to refine 

and fast-track the disbursement process. 

 

5.1 Needs assessments 

 

There are various aspects of needs assessments which need to be distinguished: 

 

1. Needs of communities:  This requires a total assessment of the local population, 

unemployment, livelihoods, and land hunger.  This should be conducted as part of the IDP, 

and should enable municipalities to anticipate future land land demand, for different 

categories of residents (e.g. survivalists, emergent farmers). 

 

2. Needs of identified beneficiaries:  “Needs” should be differentiated from “wants”.  Often, a 

needs analysis becomes an indefinite and unrealistic shopping list.  Consequently, PRA 

workshops should also focus on “assets”, including livestock, implements, capital, 

agricultural experience and knowledge, and entrepreneurial experience.  This would give a 

much better idea of which needs are realistic and appropriate. 

 

It is strongly suggested that an individual business strategy should be discussed with each 

beneficiary.  This would also help to place each individual into an appropriate commonage 

category, and to identify future goals and needs.  Such individual strategies should be 

written down as 5-year business strategies, against which individuals’ performance can be 

assessed in future.  This would enable DLA, DoA and municipalities to understand the real 

impacts and benefits of the commonage programme. 

 

3. Needs of potential beneficiaries:  There may well be a waiting list of people to access the 

commonage.  The same analysis as in (2) should be conducted with these people, to 

identify future land demand. 
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5.2 Community participation 

 

The more collectively a project will be organised, the more important it is to have thorough 

group participation in the design of the project and its rules.  (This also suggests that individual 

leases may be easier to establish than group leases). 

 

The investment in securing the services of a professional mediator and organisational 

development facilitator is strongly recommended.  DLA funding should be made available for 

this purpose. 

 

A major question is the creation of user groups.  Facilitators should work closely with 

beneficiaries to determine whether the size and membership of different user groups is 

appropriate.  For example, do they have a history of previous co-operation?  Are there family or 

kinship or church ties?  Do they have similar interests and longer-term goals?  Do they have 

sufficient and complementary skills ?  In many cases, apparent similarities amongst beneficiaries 

conceal underlying and potential tensions.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3 Administrative processes 

 

Several of the case studies recorded that DLA’s administrative processes were effective or 

adequate.  However, there is room for improvement in some respects, particularly to prevent 

impatient sellers from withdrawing their land from the sale. 

 

1. Land identification:  One of the major delays is caused by the willing-seller-willing-buyer 

principle, as well as high land prices.  Creative ways should be found around this problem: 

What should DLA do? 

 

 Devise standard methodologies for conducting needs assessments, at community, 

individual and potential beneficiary level.  This should be compared with 

methodologies developed by institutions in other sectors (e.g. Mvula Trust in the 

water sector).   A standard methodology would assist comparisons amongst 

projects, as well as longitudinal analysis and evaluation of impacts. 

What should DLA do? 

 

 Provide sufficient funding for project planning and community participation. 

 Create a data-base of suitable facilitators, including translators 

 Develop standard methodologies for conducting such facilitation;  however, a degree of 

local discretion should always be allowed, to cater for local peculiarities. 
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 Expropriate peri-urban land for the creation of agricultural small-holdings 

 Encourage commercial farmers to lease land to the municipality, to sub-lease to 

commonage users (the private owners should retain a strong monitoring presence) 

 Encourage commercial farmers to sell of smaller portions of their land to the 

municipality, and to enter into mentoring partnerships with the commonage users. 

 

 

2. Speeding up approval processes:  Typically, project approvals are given at monthly district 

committee meetings.  Where an urgent sale is available, it should be possible to organise 

interim meetings, or to have telephonic discussions between key stakeholders, for 

provisional approval (for ratification later by the full committee).   

 

3. Valuators and lawyers:  Delays may be caused by independent valuators and lawyers.  

DLA offices need to expand their data-bases of service providers.  DLA project managers 

should set more tight deadlines, and record service providers’ performance. 

 

4. Premier’s approval:  Delays may be experienced due to bottlenecks within DLA, and 

when securing the signature of the Premier.  DLA needs to work with Premiers’ offices to 

speed up these processes. 

 

5. Changes to the notarial deeds:  Some municipalities find the notarial deeds to rigid, and 

that they do not cater for changes in land use.  Such land uses should not be specified in the 

notarial deeds.  The deeds should suggest only basic principles for land use (e.g. use by the 

poor, emergent farmers, or previously disadvantaged communities).   

 

Mechanisms need to be introduced whereby municipalities can change the land use, within 

certain parameters.  There should be a standard procedure of notifying the DLA about such 

changes, so that DLA can enter these changes into its M&E system.   

 

 
What should DLA do? 

 

 Make sample contracts available.  However, facilitators should ensure that those contracts are 

appropriate to local circumstances. 

 Make notarial deeds more flexible. 

 Engage with Premiers’ Offices to speed up approval processes. 

 Create a system for recording land use changes. 

 Assist municipality to pro-actively identify suitable land for commonage. 
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Chapter 6:  Monitoring and evaluation 
 

6.1 Why conduct monitoring and evaluation? 

 

If we do not monitor and evaluate our activities, we do not know where we make mistakes, so 

we cannot rectify them.  We also cannot learn from our best practice.12 

 

 Monitoring is an integral part of the day-to-day management of projects and 

programmes (true for departmental managers and those in implementing agencies). In the 

context of this project it can be defined as the collection and analysis of data to equip 

management in government departments and their programmes, as well as stakeholders 

and the public, with accurate data about progress and performance. 

 

 Evaluation refers to the periodic assessments of issues such as the efficiency, 

effectiveness, impact, relevance and sustainability of the programme in relation to the 

stated objectives. Traditionally this involves the running of baseline surveys, with 

assessment studies being conducted to measure change. A wide range of methods - 

qualitative and quantitative - are available. 

 

In this chapter, suggestions are made about the crucial importance of M&E in the DLA’s 

commonage programme. 

 

M&E needs to take place on two levels: 

 

(1) Municipalities are the front-line data gatherers, and it is important to build their capacity 

and commitment to do so.  There is a clear legislative requirement on municipalities to have data 

collection, reporting, and evaluation systems: 

 

 Section 5 of the Municipal Systems Act requires municipalities to regularly disclose 

information regarding the affairs of the municipality, to the public. 

 

 Section 11 of the Municipal Systems Act obliges municipalities to exercise legislative 

authority by drafting by-laws, and by monitoring the impact and effectiveness of its 

policies, programmes and plans.  Bylaws must be contained in a “Municipal Code”. 

 

 Chapter 6 of the Municipal Systems Act requires municipalities to establish a system of 

performance management, which includes the setting of targets and the creation of Key 

Performance Indicators (KPIs) to measure performance, including outcomes and impacts 

(Section 41).  Section 41 also requires that municipalities take steps to improve 

performance where performance targets are not met. 

 

                                                 
12  The material in this section draws on D. Atkinson and G. Wellman, Towards a Manual for Monitoring of 

Water Services,  Water Research Commission, May 2003. 
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 Section 51 of the Municipal Systems Act holds the municipal manager accountable for 

the overall performance of the municipal administration. 

 

(2) DLA (and DoA) are important policy-making and support agencies.  It is impossible for 

them to collect information, and they need to rely on municipalities’ monitoring systems.  

DLA therefore has a vested interest in building municipal monitoring capacity.  It is 

important for DLA to assist municipalities in deciding what information to collect, how 

to collect it, how to collate and report on it, and what to submit to DLA, at what time 

intervals. 

  

Distortions can appear in the collecting, collation and interpretation of information.  The danger 

exists that indicators can become “red herrings”, whereby reality is misinterpreted to fit into pre-

determined indicators.  This is particularly likely where municipalities are inclined to impress 

higher levels of government.  For example, the number of users on commonage may conceal 

great inequalities in stock holding or benefits received;  the number of women users may conceal 

the fact that women have virtually no decision-making influence.   Consequently, DLA would 

need to constantly visit municipalities and projects, to verify information, as well as to examine 

the effectiveness of M&E methods and instruments. 

 

In this section, a great deal of attention is paid to M&E at the municipal level.  This is because 

municipalities are the front-line data collectors.  If viable M&E systems are implemented at 

municipal level, then this creates a major resource for DLA monitoring.  The M&E system is an 

intergovernmental edifice, which is only as strong as its local foundation. 

 

It is likely (and desirable) that each municipality will have its own preferences regarding 

information to collect.  However, some standardisation is possible and desirable.  This can be 

achieved in three ways: 

 

 DLA guidance regarding the creation of M&E systems 

 DLA’s standard indicators of information to be collected (and delivered at regular 

times to DLA) 

 DLA initiating regular evaluation exercises, which would involve qualitative and 

quantitative comparisons of selected case studies.  The findings of such case studies 

should be disseminated to all other municipalities. 

 

This chapter will argue that DLA’s role will be three-fold: 

 

(1) creation of a minimum data-base of output indicators 

(2) regular development impact evaluations, and  

(3) support for municipalities to create their own M&E systems. 
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6.2 M&E and local policy choices 

 

The creation of an M&E system in a Municipality requires a Council decision.  This will give the 

system sufficient importance so that all the officials play their part in collecting and reporting 

information. 

 

 M&E can only take place meaningfully if the municipality has set itself specific goals.  

The measurement of performance can only take place in relation to such goals.  Such 

goals are often expressed in non-technical, qualitative terms, e.g. “promote emergent 

farmers”, or “sustainable utilisation of land”. 

 

 The determination of goals is an important and educative political process.  It provides an 

opportunity for Councillors to reflect on what they want to achieve (and whether their 

goals may be in some tension with one another!), and to build consensus amongst them.  

The compilation of a Commonage Management Plan is a good opportunities to decide on 

municipal goals for land use management. 

 

Effective M&E is only useful to the extent that it provides information to an effective 

management system and should ideally be part of a performance management system.  And a 

management system is only effective if it sets clear goals and targets.  These goals and targets 

should inform the whole Monitoring and Evaluation process.  

 

The first question for a Municipality is, therefore:  “Do we have clear goals, priorities and 

objectives?”  These goals will then indicate what the Municipality should measure. 

 

Goals and targets can take different forms.  Some goals can be described as intermediate goals.  

They usually refer to the outcomes of projects or programmes, within a certain time frame.  They 

are also usually quantitative.  For example:  “We intend allowing 20 indigent households to have 

livestock on the commonage” is an intermediate goal.. 

 

Other goals are final goals, such as “reducing poverty” or “ensuring equity of access”.  These 

final goals tend to refer to the impacts of the policy or programme.  In general, such goals are 

typically “qualitative”, and are best measured through a process of evaluation.   A Municipality, 

which sets a target of “Significantly reducing household poverty”, may have to find qualitative 

methods to determine whether this aim has been reached.  In addition to qualitative methods 

such as household surveys (when each resident’s opinions can be quantified), the Municipality 

may choose to have focus groups to obtain insights about consumers’ opinions.  Focus groups 

are a classic form of qualitative research. 

 

Policy goals reflect what a municipality wants to achieve.  Indicators are the pointers a 

municipality uses to investigate whether those goals are being achieved.  Targets are goals 

expressed in quantifiable terms and specify a timeframe for achieving such goals (e.g. in two 

years time, all commonage infrastructure should be in good working condition, or 20 emergent 

farmers should have access to the commonage).  Targets are useful in determining indicators for 

measuring the success or failure of policies or programmes. 
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The purpose of M&E is to provide feedback to decision-makers about the effectiveness of their 

administration, their programmes and their projects.  It is a decision-making tool for policy 

makers, and makes it possible for decision-makers to be accountable to the public. 

 

An M&E system will only function effectively within a system of policy-making and 

supervision.  Such a system should include: 

 

 Maintaining a register of by-laws (“Municipal Code”) on land management  issues 

 Maintaining a register of Council decisions and precedents on land management issues 

 Regular Council and committee meetings where land management issues are discussed 

 A dedicated Commonage Committee on the Council, with Councillors who understand 

land management issues issues 

 Report-backs by Councillors about meetings attended  

 Report-backs of ward meetings where commonage may be discussed 

 Public participation in the budgeting process, so that commonage issues are oriented to 

serve client interests. 

 

6.3 A roadmap to M&E   

 

The following are issues that need to be discussed when setting up an M&E system: 

 

 Methodology: What theoretical methodologies will be employed? Is data quantitative or 

qualitative? 

 

 Administration: How will information be processed, and how will the reporting system 

function? Will data be verified for quality? 

 

 Resources: What staffing and financial resources will be made available?  

 

 Analysis: What level and quality of data analysis will take place? 

 

 Dissemination:  How, and to whom, will information be distributed? 

 

 Utilisation: How will information actually be utilised in Municipal decision-making?  

How will feedback be ensured? 

 

M&E needs to be tailored to various aspects of municipalities’ activities.  There are two main 

levels of activity: 

 

1. Ongoing management:  Some activities are daily or regular management or maintenance 

activities.  Examples are credit control or infrastructure maintenance. These issues relate to 

the notion of “sustainability” of commonage– is the Municipality run in such a way that 

infrastructure, natural resources, financial resources and community commitment is 

“sustained” in the long term? 
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2. Projects and programmes:  Other activities form part of a specific project (often a project 

lasts for only a few months) or a structured programme (often a programme lasts for a few 

years). Typically, a programme will consist of several projects.  Unlike ongoing 

management, projects and programmes typically have a beginning and an end, which 

provides a useful framework for measuring the effectiveness of the activities that are 

undertaken. 

 

Many, if not most, municipalities do not have the skills to design an M&E system.  It is therefore 

imperative that DLA assists municipalities to do this.  Such an intervention will also allow 

horizontal learning amongst municipalities, so that information is comparable and can be 

exchanged amongst municipalities, thus promoting “horizontal learning”. 

 

6.4 Selecting indicators 

 

Indicators are variables used to measure progress or activities.  An “indicator” is precisely that – 

it “indicates” to the municipality whether its goals are being achieved.  That is why indicators 

must always be selected with the municipality’s goals and targets in mind. 

Indicators can be used in one of two ways: 

 The data may be collected at regular intervals (such as weekly, monthly, quarterly, bi-

annually or annually), to track the way in which a system is performing or an activity is 

being done.  This is monitoring. 

 The data may be used to assess the change resulting from a particular activity or project.  

This is evaluation.  Evaluation will require information to be collected at the beginning of 

the project or activity (baseline information) and at the end (to assess the impact of the 

activity). 

 

Different types of indicators must be established for intermediate and final goals 

 

A good indicator has several features13: 

 

 A good indicator should be matched to the objectives and goals of the institution.  The 

use of the information, which will be derived, should be made clear from the beginning. 

 

 A good indicator is a direct and unambiguous measure of progress – more (or less) is 

unmistakably better.   

 

 The definition of an indicator is often a time-consuming process and should include key 

stakeholders.  Indicators would be suggested, debated, critically analysed, and redefined 

                                                 
13  G. Rubio, G. Prennushi and K. Subbarao, “Monitoring and Evaluation chapter”, Preliminary draft for 

comments, March 3 2000, World Bank (check website).  Also World Health Organisation (2000):  Tools 

for Assessing the O&M status of water supply and sanitation in developing countries, p. 26. 
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until a consensus is reached about its meaning.  If people disagree about what an 

indicator means, it serves no purpose! 

 

 A measure of public participation (or participation by key stakeholders) may be useful in 

defining indicators.  In this way, the municipality will know that it is measuring issues 

that the community finds relevant. 

 

 It varies across areas, groups, over time, etc, and is sensitive to changes in policies, 

programmes and institutions. 

 

 It is not easily blown off course by unrelated developments, and cannot be easily 

manipulated to show achievements where none exists. 

 

 Information is available, and it must not be too costly to track.  Information must also be 

available in time to influence decisions. 

 

 It should be verifiable. 

 

There is no fixed set of questions or indicators that can be applied to all situations.  Each 

Municipality should decide on the indicators that are appropriate to its type of infrastructure, 

land use, or management system.  (Hwever, it would be useful if DLA can design some generic 

suggestions for commonage M&E). 

 

It is important to distinguish between Qualitative and Quantitative indicators, because not all 

phenomena are measurable in numbers.  For example, the success of a commonage policy can be 

measured by “user satisfaction” (a qualitative indicator) or by reducing o increasing the amount 

of livestock or produce harvested (a quantitative indicator). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Text Box 4. Qualitative and quantitative indicators 

 Typical qualitative indicators (e.g. “consumer satisfaction” or “empowerment”) rely on open-ended 

interviews and focus groups.  Qualitative indicators depend on careful definition, since they can often 

give rise to disagreements amongst the researchers about their meaning.  For example, we need to agree 

that “consumer satisfaction” means “residents believe that the service meets their needs”. 

 

  Qualitative indicators may involve methods which enable the Municipality to study selected issues, 

cases or events in-depth.  Qualitative methods are generally useful when gathering information on 

people’s attitudes, preferences and perceptions, where the meaning has to be explored.  

 

 Quantitative indicators produce numerical information.   

 

Quantitative indicators have the advantage of enabling more precise measurement.  This, in turn, 

facilitates comparisons.  There are two types of comparisons: 

 

o Comparisons between different time periods within the same organisation (e.g. January’s 

performance compared with that of August), or 

o Comparisons between different organisations (e.g. Karoo-Hoogland Municipality’s performance 

compared with that of Kareeberg Municipality). 
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Indicators therefore need to be selected according to what needs to be monitored or evaluated.  

There is a great difference between measuring (1) the number of livestock, (2) the number of 

beneficiaries who have complaints about the commonage, and (3) beneficiaries’ understanding 

of natural resource management. Cases (1) and (2) can be measured by quantitative methods.  In 

contrast, example (3) should be measured by qualitative methods, so that the meaning of 

residents’ understanding can be explored. 

 

In many cases, quantitative and qualitative methodologies complement each other.  Quantitative 

methods show “what?” and “how much?”, whereas qualitative methods have explanatory value 

and answer the question “why?”  Finding out whether something is working or not may be 

insufficient to plan solutions to problems.  We often need to know and understand why there are 

problems, to make sure that the root causes can be addressed.  This is where qualitative methods 

are very useful. 

 

6.5 Measuring inputs, outputs and impacts 

 

Input indicators measure the amounts of money, staff and time, which various activities require.  

For example, it would be useful to know how much administrative resources a certain 

administrative activity (e.g. fixing fencing and waterpumps) requires.  This is usually 

quantitative data, e.g. 2 staff members, each working for 4 hours per day = 80 hours per week. 

 

Output goals refers to the actual achievements or functioning of a project or management system 

itself (e.g. “reducing livestock by 5 % per month”).  Output indicators are typically (although not 

always) quantitative.   

Impact indicators refers to the ultimate goals, which the municipality would like to achieve.  

These are more far-reaching (e.g. “reducing poverty” or “improving health”).   

 

Impact indicators are either qualitative or quantitative. 

 

Table 34. Indicators 

 Quantitative Qualitative 

Input indicators √  

Output indicators √  

Impact indicators √ √ 

 

 

It is critically important to keep a clear distinction between input, output and impact indicators.  

In particular, output indicators may be quite misleading, and may reflect poorly on the actual 

developmental impacts.  As far as commonage is concerned, the following are typical output 

indicators: 

 

 Hectares purchased and transferred 

 Number of beneficiaries 
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 Number and type of livestock 

 Prices paid for land 

 Amount of funding utilised 

 Number and types of contacts drafted 

 Number of meetings with beneficiaries 

 Number of women/youth/disabled people participating in commonage projects 

 Number of training courses offered, or people participating 

 Levels of payment  

 Fences repaired 

 Response times for maintenance complaints. 

 

 

Such input and output indicators should for part of a basic DLA data-base.  These are the 

minimum information items which should be collected. 

 

While these output indicators are important as cross-cutting measures, they often do not reflect 

the real developmental impact “on the ground”.  For example, there may be many women 

involved in commonage projects, but they have little decision-making role;  there may be many 

beneficiaries and livestock, but at the cost of environmental degradation;  contracts may be 

signed, but not enforced. 

 

Hence impact evaluation is critically important.  This should be done on a regular basis, and not 

as a once-off event every few years.  Such impact evaluations should analyse factors such as: 

 

 Land condition 

 Impact on the economic status of beneficiaries 

 Impact on local economies 

 Organisational development of beneficiaries 

 Mentoring practices (private and public involvement) 

 Partnerships 

 Agricultural skills actually transferred during mentoring or training 

 Capital accumulation by beneficiaries 

 Access by the destitute and the very poor 

 Step-up strategies (links to LRAD) 

 Exit strategies from the commonage 

 Infrastructure maintenance. 

 

To some extent, municipalities should design their own M&E systems, although some 

standardisation would be beneficial.  DLA should take the lead in this regard.  This would help 

municipalities to promote horizontal learning and comparative practices. 

 

The following table gives and example of the linkages between policy goals and different types 

of monitoring: 
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Table 35. Linking goals to monitoring methodologies 

 

Possible policy 

goals 

Indicators Data  Quantitative 

Formula 

Qualitative issues 

Maximise user 

satisfaction 

regarding 

infrastructure 

maintenance 

User 

satisfaction  

Surveys of users’ 

opinions 

% of interviewees 

satisfied with 

infrastructure 

maintenance 

Researcher needs to define 

“satisfied” to reflect 

different aspects of 

satisfaction, e.g. fencing, 

water equipment. 

Address the most 

common O&M 

problems 

Five main 

O&M 

problems 

Periodic 

infrastructure check-

ups 

% of infrastructure 

faulty 

 

Promote users’ 

interest in 

environmental 

management 

Veld 

condition 

(1) Frequency of 

palatable plants 

(2) Frequency of 

noxious weeds 

(3) Trampled areas  

Sample sites visited 

regularly 

Botanical score-

cards 

Monthly discussion groups 

to identify problems, 

issues and solutions.  Keep 

a record of discussions. 

 

 

6.6 Data Collection 

 

Each municipality is likely to collect a vast amount of information, for a range of purposes.  

Such purposes include: 

 

 Tracking trends (environmental condition of the land, underground water) 

 Informing front-line staff and senior staff of on-going management requirements (e.g. 

cash flow, or number of pump breakages) 

 Informing Council on whether its policy goals are being met. 

 

The amount of information, which a municipality wants to collect is entirely variable.  It depends 

on the complexity of its operations, its policy and programme targets, the nature of the 

infrastructure, and its ability to manage information (e.g. does it have a viable computerised data 

processing system?) 

 

6.6.1 Methods of collecting data 

 

A wide variety of methods can be used to collect data.  This includes staff reports, computerised 

data systems, user surveys, or diagnostic evaluation studies.  It is important to use different 

sources of data, collected through quantitative as well as qualitative methods.   
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Specific requirements for data collection should be noted: 

 

 Data needs to be collected timeously and continuously, usually by a specified date (daily, 

weekly, monthly or annually). 

 It can be collected by municipal officials, by government officials (e.g. DoA extension 

officers), consultants (e.g. engineering companies) or by NGOs working on projects. 

 Regardless of who collects the data, there must be a system of verification. 

 Quantitative data can be entered into a computer system.  Municipalities can learn from 

one another about the software packages they use for monitoring purposes.   

 

6.6.2 Recording and filing 

 

It is important to write down the information that officials collect informally.  Often, much of 

what the Council wants to know is “in the officials’ heads”!  The real challenge is to write down 

what the officials know and observe.  This means that the municipality must develop a system of 

recording of information.  This can be done in a series of files or folders or notebooks.  It is 

possible that a separate file or notebook should be kept for each aspect of infrastructure (e.g. for 

fencing or pumps), thereby recording all the dates when it was serviced, what faulty parts were 

replaced, and what spare parts are likely to be needed in future. 

 

This also means that the Municipality should develop a filing system where all the files or 

notebooks are kept in a specific order.  This will make it much easier for the official who must 

analyse the data and write the reports for Council, to access the information quickly. 

 

This also means that the Municipality must allocate a proper space (e.g. a new bookcase or filing 

cabinet) for the additional data which will be collected. 

 

6.6.3 Verification of data 

 

It is possible that most data will be collected by front-line officials or the users themselves.  The 

information must be verified periodically.  It is possible that the data-collectors may make errors, 

or get careless, or spend their afternoon resting under a tree instead of trekking around in the hot 

sun, checking the fences!   

 

 

6.7 Interpreting and analysing data 

 

Having collected the data, the municipality then needs to interpret the information it has 

gathered.  In many cases, the information is fairly straight-forward (for example, stock numbers).  

However, qualitative information may require skills and experience in order to draw appropriate 

conclusions (for example, veld condition during different seasons). 
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Municipal officials need time to do this, on a regular basis.  Senior managers should be able to 

figure out what they would like to know from the data, and which calculations to make.   

 

Officials then need to write meaningful conclusions, which the Council will find useful as a basis 

for decision-making.  Rainfall figures are not very interesting by themselves, but when used as 

part of an environmental rehabilitation strategy, those figures can become very important! 

 

There are at least three ways of reporting data: 

 

 Giving an overview every month of the findings (For example, “200 m of fences were 

repaired during May”.) 

 

 “Exception reporting” – only unusual findings are reported (For example, “An 

unusually large number of stock were counted during May”.) 

 

 Qualitative reporting – writing down the experiences of the staff, in addition to the 

“cold hard facts”.  For example, “The technical staff found that it was difficult to repair 

the water pumps because the materials were unavailable”. 

 

The Council and Municipal Manager must decide what kinds of reporting they would like for 

each type of information. Qualitative information is particularly important, because this helps the 

Council to take effective decisions. 

 

 

6.8 Reporting to Senior Management and Council 

 

Information is meant to be used, and not simply to sit on a shelf.  Information is collected and 

analysed in order to be used as a management tool.  This means that the reporting of information 

(the results of the M&E process) is as important as the actual M&E process itself. 

 

Performance reporting helps the Council and senior management to identify problems and figure 

out solutions.  It also shows the Council and senior officials whether planned actions have 

achieved their objectives.   

 

M&E information should be used as a normal part of municipal planning and implementation of 

activities.  Information should show whether a certain programme or activity is producing the 

desired results; if not, changes should be made.  Senior officials and Councillors need the 

information to make sensible decisions.  For example, based on the information collected, 

Council can meaningfully decide whether it should replace infrastructure, or repair it;  whether it 

should emphasise staff training as a priority;  whether rentals have been set at a realistic level;   

and how much to budget for O&M. 

 

The reporting process should refer back to the Municipality’s goals, targets and indicators.  

“Input reporting” will tell the Council about the amount of money or staff time, which have been 
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used.  “Output reporting” refers to information about what has actually happened during the 

implementation of certain activities.  And “impact reporting” will tell the Council whether its 

goals have been achieved – did the VIP project really lead to consumer satisfaction or not? 

 

Different types of reports are required: 

 At periodic intervals, reports should be compiled to show performance trends.   Reports 

will typically be submitted by junior staff (or outside agencies) to the Municipal 

Manager, and then submitted to Council. This should be done regularly enough that 

corrective action can be taken, if necessary. 

 

 The Council may decide on standard reporting formats, so that the required information 

is provided. 

 

 Some reports are simply “exception reports”, which are written when incoming data 

shows discrepancies (e.g. an unusually large number of  thefts of sheep in a month).  

Such situations can then be further investigated. 

 

Information can also be used to lobby for government or donor funding. 

 

6.9 Feedback and dissemination 

 

M&E results should be disseminated to several audiences: 

 

 To senior officials – this helps senior officials know what is going on “on the ground” 

 To front-line officials – this helps to empower staff to understand the “big picture” of 

the entire programme or municipal performance 

 To Councillors – this helps them to decide on policies, programmes, projects and 

methods of improving municipal performance 

 To the local public- this creates a sense of “buy-in” to the municipality’s operations 

 To programme and project beneficiaries – this creates a sense of ownership 

 To provincial and national departments, e.g. Department of Agriculture, Department 

of Land Affairs, Land Bank 

 To developmental institutions, e.g. Development Bank of SA 

 To donors and funders. 

 

Wide dissemination is a positive thing in itself, because it helps to create an outcome-based 

culture in the municipality.  Dissemination should be in an accessible form, e.g. through 

meetings, pamphlets, posters, and newsletters. 
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6.10 Public participation in monitoring and evaluation 

 

In any performance measurement system for services such as commonage, it is essential to 

obtain the views of the users of the service.   

 

Encouraging public participation in M&E activities is important, for several reasons: 

 Public participation in M&E is important to generate a sense of ownership among 

different groups in society, thus increasing the acceptance and use of findings. 

 

 Participation can help to build consensus on what outcomes to monitor, and what 

impacts to evaluate. 

 

 Participation enables the incorporation of individuals’ perception of their well-being 

as a critical outcome to be monitored. 

 

 Participation fosters a strong feedback process. 

 

 Participation can provide a lot of relevant background information about the 

community.  This could be crucially important when planning remedial measures and 

subsequent improvements.   

 

There are five stages in the monitoring process when participation can be included: 

1. Participation in goal setting, when setting service level targets 

2. Participation in the design of the monitoring process 

3. Choice of methodology, especially through qualitative methods (e.g. focus groups), 

which enables better understanding of people’s situations, opportunities and constraints 

4. Collaboration in data collection and analysis (e.g. by training local people to implement 

surveys) 

5. Dissemination of findings. 

 

In the choice of methodology, participation can be included in various ways:14 

 

Table 36.  Merits of different types of public participation in M&E 

Method Advantages Disadvantages Alternatives/Keep in mind 

Public 

meetings 

The audience will contain 

many different interests, 

with different levels of 

understanding and 

sympathy 

 It is difficult to keep to 

a fixed agenda 

 Only a few people get 

a chance to have a say 

 Identify and meet key interests 

informally 

 Run workshop sessions for 

different interest groups 

 Bring people together after the 

workshop sessions in a report-back 

seminar 

                                                 
14  World Health Organisation, Geneva, Tools for assessing the O&M status of water supply and sanitation in 

developing countries (2000). 
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Formal 

survey 

Questionnaires, studies 

and in-depth discussion 

groups can be a good way 

to start the participation 

process 

Surveys are insufficient 

on their own 
 Surveys require expert design and 

piloting 

 Surveyors need training 

 Survey design can be a part of a 

process which leads to action 

Consultative 

committee 

Some focus of decision-

making will be necessary 

in anything beyond a 

simple consultation 

process 

 A committee 

may not be a channel for 

reaching most people 

 People invited to 

join a committee may be 

uncomfortable about 

being seen as 

representatives 

  The committee can help to plan the 

participation process 

  Surveys, workshops and informal 

meetings can identify other people 

who may become actively 

involved 

  A range of groups can be formed, 

working on different issues. 

Working 

through 

NGO’s/CBOs 

 Voluntary 

organisations are an 

important channel of 

communication, and 

may have resources to 

contribute to the 

participation process 

 They have a wealth of 

experience and are 

essential allies 

Voluntary organisations 

are not “the community”. 
 There will be many small 

community groups who are not part 

of the formal NGO/CBO sector 

 Voluntary groups have their own 

agendas – they are not neutral. 

Participatory 

rural 

appraisal 

(PRA) 

If done well, the work 

belongs to the local people 

Care needs to be exercised 

in choosing appropriate 

methods 

A range of methods are available (see 

below). 

 

Participatory Rapid Appraisal (PRA) is an important approach to participatory social research.  

An important feature of using participatory methods is that local people are directly involved in 

the processes of data-gathering and analysis.  If the PRA process is well done, people will feel a 

sense of ownership of the research and its findings.  This contributes to a shared learning and 

local capacity building. 

 

There are numerous possible PRA methods or techniques: 

 

 Secondary data sources, maps and reports 

 Direct observation 

 Case studies, work and incident histories from local experts 

 Transect walks:  Systematically walking through an area with local guides, observing, 

asking, listening and leaning about relevant issues 

 Group discussions of different kinds (casual, focused, community) 

 Mapping and modelling to show local world views 

 Listing organisations which residents feel are most helpful to them 

 Matrix scoring and ranking exercises to compare preferences and conditions 

 Well-being grouping to establish local criteria for deprivation and disadvantage 

 Time-lines and trend and change analysis to show chronologies of events, and to analyse 

local trends and causes of change 

 Seasonal calendars and daily time-use analysis to show work patterns and activities. 
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6.11  Budgeting for M&E 

 

If M&E is not budgeted for, then it will not happen.   When municipal budgets are drawn-up, 

monitoring and evaluation generally do not appear as a budget line.  It is often an after-thought.   

 

It is essential that the costs involved in monitoring and evaluation be estimated and that an 

adequate amount is budgeted for this purpose in the municipal budget.    

 

The costs of M&E will depend on the type of data the municipality wishes to collect, and the 

methods it chooses to collect it.  For example, collecting information on borehole pumps will not 

be expensive if it is done as part of the O&M technician’s normal duties; but launching a 

community questionnaire will cost a lot of money.   

 

One of the challenges to achieve affordable M&E will be to combine it with the normal duties of 

staff.  Extension officers can collect information on the condition of livestock on a regular basis. 

 

M&E may require an additional staff post, or part of a post.  If it is added to an existing staff 

member’s job description, then it should be clear that such a person has the time to do the extra 

work.   

Staff involved in M&E will require additional training, e.g. in data collection, computer use or in 

report-writing. 
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6.12 Returning to Goals:  Evaluation 

 

The targets (goals) and indicators of any M&E plan should be evaluated a regular basis.  The 

outcomes of the M&E plan should be evaluated against the goal.   

 

Generally when doing an evaluation, the findings serve two primary purposes. These purposes 

are not inherently conflicting or mutually exclusive.  A brief summary is given of two types of 

findings, together with sample evaluation questions, to illustrate the broad range of choices.  

  

6.12.1 Improvement –Oriented Evaluation 

 

Improvement-orientated forms of evaluation use evaluation results to improve programmes.  This 

is fundamentally very different from rendering judgement about overall effectiveness, merit or 

worth.  Intended users of findings in improvement-orientated evaluations would tend to ask the 

following types of questions: 

 

 What are the programme’s strengths and weaknesses? 

 To what extent are the participants progressing towards the desired outcomes? 

 What kind of implementation problems has emerged and how are they being 

addressed? 

 What is happening that was not expected? 

 What are staff and beneficiaries’ perceptions of the programme? 

 What do they like? Dislike? What do they want to change? 

 How are funds being used compared to initial expectations? 

 How is the programme’s external environment affecting internal operations? 

 What new ideas are emerging which could be tried and tested? 

 

Information generated in response to these types of questions can be used in decision-making 

about how to improve a programme.  Such decisions are usually made in incremental steps based 

on specific evaluation findings aimed at instrumental use of evaluation findings. 

 

6.12.2 Judgement-Orientated Evaluation   

 

Evaluations that aim at determining overall merit, worth, or value of something are judgement 

oriented.  Judgement-orientated evaluations, such as programme auditing and summative 

evaluations, are aimed at deciding if a programme has been effective enough to be continued or 

replicated. This usually takes place at the end of a programme cycle. This type of evaluation 

would answer the following types of questions: 

 

 Did the programme work? 

 Did it attain its goals? 

 Should the programme be continued? 
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 Was the implementation in compliance with the original funding objectives? 

 Were the funds used appropriately? 

 Were the desired outcomes for beneficiaries achieved? 

 

The kind of data that these questions generate supports mainly major decision-making about 

programmes concerning issues of termination, enlargement and scaling-up. 

 

 

6.13 What should DLA do? 

 

DLA’s M&E unit has an important task.  Not only should it focus on DLA’s own M&E 

requirements, but it should assist municipalities to build their own M&E capacity regarding 

commonage management.  The investment will take staff and resources, but will be handsomely 

rewarded in the longer-term.  It will enable DLA to know, at a glance, what the trends are at 

local level.  This will enable it to track, not only outputs, but also developmental impacts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What should DLA do? 

 

Possible interventions are: 

 Working with 2 or 3 municipalities to design and implement local M&E systems 

 Requiring all municipalities receiving DLA grant funding to institute a minimum M&E 

system 

 Encouraging municipalities to fine-tune their systems to their local conditions 

 Periodically assessing municipalities’ data collection, reporting and analysis capability 

 Providing assistance and guidance where municipalities lack technical skills (e.g. 

designing questionnaires or reporting formats) 

 Encouraging horizontal exchanges of information amongst municipalities 

 Instituting regular qualitative evaluations of commonage projects, and disseminating the 

findings. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 
 

Commonage offers massive potential in promoting land reform for the poor, and for emergent 

farmers who do not yet have the resources to manage a farm effectively.  As such, it is an 

important survival strategy, as well as part of a “stepping stone” towards building agricultural 

entrepreneurs. 

 

This report argues the following: 

  

1. Commonage is a high-potential developmental resource:  Commonage use provides 

one of the most useful and effective routes towards land reform, poverty alleviation, economic 

empowerment, agricultural restructuring, and local spatial redesign.  Commonage as a form of 

land tenure further provides a low risk and low investment livelihood opportunity for the very 

poor as virtually no capital is required and the land cannot be sold if the user incurs debt. The 

municipality is not allowed to alienate the land and it thus remains a resource for the poor in 

perpetuity. Freehold tenure may offer an investment in land, but this may be a risky investment 

for the poor.15 

 

2. Commonage can achieve several developmental purposes simultaneously:  

Commonage can be utilised to promote emergent farmers, land reform, and local economic 

development.  Different socio-economic groups can benefit from commonage, in different ways.  

Its use should be maximised to the full, within a context of environmentally and financially 

sustainable development.  Once such sustainable methods of commonage use have been 

determined, additional commonage should be provided. 

 

3. The key role of municipal government:  Commonage policy is ultimately a municipal 

matter, and that several local developmental goals can be pursued, based on the municipality’s 

own policy decisions.  The concept of “developmental local government” is a fundamental base 

to build all local developmental initiatives, including land reform, and therefore including the 

commonage programme.  Land reform, in general, and commonage, in particular, should be 

promoted within municipalities’ own political and normative policies regarding poverty 

alleviation, economic empowerment, Local Economic Development, land reform, and 

sustainable resource use. 

 

4.  Support of municipalities by national and provincial governments:  The promotion of 

commonage use as a form of land reform raises important intergovernmental relations issues 

(“vertical issues”) , of powers and functions of  national, provincial, district and local 

government.  The powers and functions of all these spheres of government need to be clarified, 

to promote effective synergies.  DLA’s key functions of policy-making, capacity-building, 

support, monitoring and evaluation should be seen in an intergovernmental context.  
 

5.  Intersectoral co-ordination:  The promotion of commonage will also raise important 

issues of intersectoral (“horizontal”) co-ordination amongst different departments (notably 

                                                 
15  Megan Anderson and Kobus Pienaar, Municipal Commonage, PLAAS/UWC Research Report, August 

2003, p. 19. 
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Department of Provincial and Local Government and Department of Agriculture, but also 

others). 

 

6. Institutional and legal mechanisms:  Devising and selecting appropriate local 

institutional and legal systems are of overriding importance in the design of commonage 

projects.  It is at this level that many current commonage projects have failed.  If this aspect is 

addressed adequately, then the prospects for success will be greatly increased. 

 

7. Environmental sustainability:  Government, at all levels, is responsible for ensuring 

that resources are utilized sustainably.  In particular, biodiversity has to be protected. 

 

8. Monitoring and evaluation is a key part of the commonage development process, and 

should be done at municipal and at national level. 

 

This policy review suggests that a great deal of support needs to be provided by DLA and its 

sister department, DoA.  There is nothing unusual in this.  In almost all sectors, ranging from 

water services to housing, transport, health and environmental management, government 

departments are realising that they are responsible for “taking municipalities by the hand” and 

building their capacity and confidence.  They are also responsible for monitoring, evaluation, 

and where necessary, enforcing legally-prescribed standards. 

 

This suggests that additional staff and financial resources need to be provided for the task of 

capacity-building.  It is only once such a capacity-building approach has been designed, that a 

costing of human and financial resources can be made.  This is an important next step for DLA.   

 

In conclusion, additional research and discussions need to take place on a variety of topics: 

 

1. Legal options for (different types of) commonage users 

2. Effective aftercare mechanisms (DoA, commercial farmers, agricultural co-

operatives, Land Bank) 

3. Alternative commonage policy options for municipalities, in relation to other LED 

and poverty alleviation programmes 

4. Promoting agricultural and engineering (infrastructure maintenance) skills training 

for beneficiaries, e.g. by means of Skills Development Levy grants 

5. Introducing meaningful ways of user participation in environmental management. 

  

The creation within DLA of a multi-departmental, multi-stakeholder Commonage Reference 

Group is a matter of urgency.  This will enable the insights, experiences and activities of wide 

range of stakeholders to be more effectively mobilised than has been the case in the past. 


